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Supplement
AMENDED REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CLASSICAL COURSE
Adopted by the Faculty, March 3, 19:14.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION IN UNITS.

See page 26 .
UNITS

English .....................................••......
?.iathematics ......... ................•....•.•.• .....
Latin or Greek . . . .
. .................. · · • · · · · · · · · ·
Latin, Greek or Modern Language . . .... · . · · · · • · · · · · • · ·

History ......... · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ............

3

2M
2
;
1

Science .. . ....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • • • • · · · · • · · • · · 2 •~
Additional .............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · · · · · · · ._,_
15
REQUJREllE."l"TS IN Cou.EGE. See page 38.
r
All classical students must compl_ete in collegGe fi:e /~ ~f
. cl din either Latto 1, 2, or r
• • .
foreign language, m u
g
be i~ one language. Gr~ 11,
these five years at least three. must
be taken by all 11·bo do nol
12 (Greek Literature in Enghab ) must
take Greek Language for at lea.st two years.

COLLEGE CALENDAR
19i3-19i4

FIRST SEMESTER
Sept. I!)"-Wednesday ..... Registration, Ascension Hall, z P.ll.
College opens with Evening Prayer, s P.M.
Sept. 25-Tuesday ....... Bexley Hall opens with Evening Prayer.
Nov. 1-Thursday ....... All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
Nov. z6-z8-Mon.-Wed ... Mid-8emester examinations for new students.
Nov. Z9-Dec. z-Thurs.-Sun .. Thanksgiving recess.
Dec. 21-Friday ......... Christmas recess begins.
Jan. 4-Friday .......... College opens with Morning Prayer.
Jan. 30-Wednesday ...... Semester examinations begin.
Feb. 4-Monday ........ First semester ends.
SECOND SEMESTER
Feb. 8-Friday ....... Second Semester begins with Morning Prayer.
March 5-Wednesday .Ash-Wednesday.
April I 7-Thursday ...Easter recess begins.
April 24-Thursday .. .College opens with Morning Prayer.
June 9- Monday . .... Semester examinations begin.
June 16-Monday .... Ninety-sixth Commencement.
June 17-Tuesday. ... Centennial Day.

1924-19is

FIRST SEMESTER
Ren1..tration, Ascension Hall, 2 P.M.
Sept. 17- Wednesd ay · · · · · College
.. - opens wt'th E verung
· PraYer' SP~
- .
Bexley Hall opens with Evening Prayer.
Sept. 30-Tuesday · · · · · · ··All Saints' Day. Founders' Day.
Nov. 1-Snturday · · · · · · ··Mid-Semester examinations for new atuNov• 2•-26-Mon.-Wed
· · · dents.
T
-Sun .. . Thanksgiving &ecem:
Nov. 27-30-Tburs.
Christtnaa recess beiinS·
Dec. 21-Sunday. · · · · · · · · ·c Uege opens with Mo~r Prayer.
Jan. 5-Monday. · · · · · · · ·
examinations bePD·
Jan. 2s-WednesdaY · · · · ·· First sem•ter ends.
Feb. 2 -MondaY··· ·· ·· ··

s:mester
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE
EX-OFFICI O
THE RT. REV. BOYD VINCENT, D.D.

Biahop of Southern Ohio
President for the Year
THE RT. REV. WILLIAM A. LEONARD, D .D.

Biahop of Ohio
THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, L.H.D., D.D., LL.D.

Pruident of Ken11on College

ELECTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
UNDER ARTICLE IV
TERM EXPIRES

J . EDWARD GOOD, Pb.B., Akron .. .................. . .. ... .. 1924
MORISON R. WAITE, ESQ., Cincinnati . . . .•............ . .. 1924
FRANCIS T. A JuNICIN, LL.D., Chicago, Ill . ........ ... . . ... . 1925
HENRY

s. GREGO, A.B .,

Minneapolis, Minn.. . . .•••.. . .. .. .. 1915
A.B., New York, N . Y ..•••...•..•.. 1915
DAVID Z. NORTON, A.M ., Cleveland ...
. . . .............. 1926
CHARLES B. RAYMOND, Akron ......•.....•...........•.... 1916
ALBERT A. AUGUSTUS, A.M., Cleveland ................ ... .. 1926
H . G. DALTON, Cleveland ...........
. ....•... . . 1926
Tu RT. REV. F 1usx D u MoULIN, D .D ., Cleveland . ..... . .. 1927
Ri\U'H K tsG, Cleveland .................... . . . ....... 1917
HoK&R J . K~APP, Paineeville ....•..... . ..... ... ..... . .. 19 17
WtLUAll G. hllUl:R, Cleveland ..
. ....••..•• . •... 1928
TllB RT. REV. THEODOR& I. R&&s&, D .D ., Col um b us ..•....... 1918
FllANI H . Gr·~. Pb.B., Cleveland . . .. .. ... . ..... .. ... .
191 9
TUB Hos. ALB&RT DOUGLAs, LL .D., Waabinit<>n D
SAKm:.L 1ATIIER, LLD., Cleveland .
, . . . . . . . 1919
l uoo• JOHN J . ADA.Ms, LL.D ., Columb~ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 2 9
••• •• •...••.•• . ..... 1929

CHARLES E . Mn.MlNE,

c
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ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI UNDER
ARTICLE V
TERM EXPIRES
THE REV. DR. JAMES T OWNSEND RUSSELL, Washington, D .C ... 1924
ALONZO M . SNYDER, A.B ., Cleveland ........................ 1924
ERNEST c. DEMPSEY, A .B ., Cleveland ...... . ................ 1925
THE RT. REV. ROBERT L. HARRIS, D .D ., Marquette, Mich .... 1925
THE HON. T . P. LINN, LL.D ., Columbus .................... 1926
DR. FRANCIS W . BLAKE, A.M ., Gambier .................... 1926

SECRETARY
DR. F. W . BLAKE, Gambier

TREASURER
TRUST DEPT., THE GUARDIAN SAVINGS AND TRUST Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio
Assistant Treasurer in charge of Gambier Office

P . H. TAYLOR
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STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES
ELECTED UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
Executive Committee
MR. Lum

Juoos

DR. BLAKB
BISHOP REESB

ADAMS

PREsIDE.'lT PEIRCE

On The Theolo,lcal School
TH!il BISHOP OF

Omo

Omo
OF Omo

THB BISHOP CoADIUTO~
OF SOUTHERN Omo
BISHOP HARRIS

THB BISHOP OF SOUTHf; RN

TIIE BISHOP CoADJUTOR
PRESIDENT PEIRCE:

Ma. SAM UEL MATHER

APPOINTED COMMITTEES
On Finance
) I R. LINN

MR. WU.LIAM G. MATHER
iR , RAYMOSD

Junes

OD
iR, DALTON

ADAMS

Ma.. WAITB
ln•eslmenu

Ma. SAML-&L MATHER
MR. N ORTON
MR. A UGCSTUS

flt. K1sa

On Llbrarlea
PRl:s10&.-.;l'

BISHOP DUMOULIN

PEmcg

Mn. Gooo

Taa R&v. Ma. Russ&LL

Oa BalldiAga lllld Orounda

l'a£sm

T }'£ 1RC1i1

FACULTY
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FACULTY
THE REV. WILLIAM FOSTER PEIRCE, M.A., (Amherst),
L.H.D. (Hobart,) D.D. (Western Reserve, University
of the South), LL.D. (Kenyon),
PRESIDENT
SP&NC&R AND WOLPE PROFESSOR OJ' MENTAL AND MORAL
PHILOSOPHY

HENRY TITUS WEST, M.A., (Oberlin),
PROFESSOR 011' GERMAN

BARKER NEWHALL, M.A. (Haverford,) Pe.D.
(Johns Hopkins)
REGISTRAR

PROFESSOR 011' GREEK

WILLIAM PETERS REEVES, B.A., PH.D. (Johna Hopkin.I),
SECRETARY
J AMES H . DEMPSEY PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

LEE BARKER WALTON, M.A. (Brown), PH.D. (Cornell),
PROFESiOR OF BIOLOGY

RICHARD CLARKE MANNING, B.A., Pa.D. ( Harvard),
BENSON MEMORIAL PRon:ssoR or LAnN

REGINALD BRYANT ALLEN, M .S. ( Rutpn),
PH.D . (Clark) ,
~!ATllEMATIOS A..'"1> CIVIL ENGU."REIUSO
PEABODY PROFESSOR OP »

•THE REV. GEORGE FRANCIS WEIDA, D.S. ( Kansu),
PB.D. (J ohns Hopkins},
--.na OF PIJYSICS A OD CH la'TBY
BOWLER PRo"-

ELDE HERBERT

JOH:-l ON, D
'
Pm'SJ

PRO

OF

I

(Olivet)
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RAYMOND DU BOIS CAHALL, Pu.B. (Kenyon ),
Pu.D. (Columbia),
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY

CHARLES LACY LOCKERT, JR, B.A., M A. (Southv.estem
Presbyterian Univ .), Pu.D., (Princeton),
MCILVAINE ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENr.LISll

THE REV. HORACE WYNDOME WOOD, B.A. (Kenyon ),
CHAPLAIN

DAVID I. GREEN, B .S., M.A. (Alfred), Pu.D (Johns Hopkin ),
PROF£s.<;OR OF ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY ON EDWIS M
STANTON FOUNDATION

JUDGE ULYSSES L . MARVIN, LL.D. (Kenyon),
LECTURER ON CO'.'dM.ERCIAL LAW

WILLIAM HOWARD WALTER, B.A., M.A ., LL.B . (Toronto),
Aa918l'AN1' PROFESS:>~ OP E c.:>'IOMICS \'fD B :JSl:.IESS AD.M.ISlSTRATlON
RICHARD COLLINS LORD, B.A. , M.A., Ph.D., Washin&ton and Lee ,
A.8slSTA?llT PROF&S.~R OP PHY~ICS A''D Cru:).(18TRY
WALTER DENSTON, B.A., (Cambridire),
lSTAJ\iT PROF&SSOR OP l\hTHEll\TICS

FRANCIS A. WATERHOUSE, M.A., Pe.D ., (Harvard ),
8AMU1i:L MATHER PRO

R OF RoMASCE LASGUAOES

MELVIN GILLISON RIGG, B .A , (Baker), M .A., PH.D., (Univ.
or P nna.),
AlllllSTANT Pao.--~
• __,R OP PSYCHOLOGY AND EDt"CATION

CHARLES CHAPMAN SNOW, BS, (William and Mary),
M.A, (Columbia},
AcnNQ Pao
OP CHEMISTRY

PETER ORTIZ RAMIRI-:Z B
d.'''Port-0.. (~llegbcny), B.onL., ( lnstituto
A81UTAHT .,__
Rico),
• ""'"1C91oR OP Ro
MANCE LANGUAGES
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GEORGE WHITING HIBBITT, B.A., (Ohio State), M .A., (Yale),
I NSTRUCTOR lN ENGLISH

HAROLD A. WIPER, B.A., (Ohio State),
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

FREDERICK LEWIS WHITE, B.S., M .A. (Kenyon),
SUPERVISING ENGINEER

ELEANOR MAUDE HICKIN, B.A., (Michigan),
LIBRARIAN

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
Athletics
PROFESSOR REEVES
PROFESSOR

PROFESSOR WALTON

ALLEN

Discipline
PROFESSOR NEWHALL
PROFESSOR WEST

Larwill Lectureship
PRESWENT PEIRCE
PROFESSOR WATERHOUSB

LlbratJ
PRESID&:-.1' PEtRCB

PROFESSOR Jom;SON

KENYON COLLIDOE

JO

STUDENT ASSISTANTS
Biology
HAROLD EDWARD HYDE

HAROLD JACOBSEN

Chemistry

A.LExANDER McGILL DUFF, JR.

ALFRED ANTHONY DECATO

FRANKLIN ALTON WADE

Physics
ALVIN COREY

ELIJAH HENRY BROWN

WILLIAM ALBERT CORNELIUS, JR.

Mathematics
PAUL H . SUTHERLAND

Library
STANLEY MEREDITH FULLWOOD

HAROLD JACOBSEN

BURTON PAUL LEWIS

CONSTANTINE N . M . MESSOLONGHITES

I

ORGANIZATION

J

ORGANIZATION

'

l l

. The institution now known as Kenyon College was
mcorporated December 29, 1824, under the title of
"The Theological Seminary of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in the Diocese of Ohio." By a supplementary
act of the Legislature, the president and professors of
the seminary were empowered to act as the faculty of the
college and confer degrees in the arts and sciences.
The original funds for the institution were secured
in England in 1823-24 by the Right Rev. Philander
Chase, first Bishop of the Episcopal Church in the Northwest territory, two of the principal donors being Lord
Kenyon and Lord Gambier. The first students were
received at the Bishop's house in Worthington, Ohio,
in 1824, and the first constitution was approved by the
Convention of the Diocese of Ohio on November 'J.7
of the same year. In 1826, two quarter sections of the
United States military lands wet e secured in Knox
County. Building was begun in the following year.
The first degrees were conferrcd under date of September

::9;

9, I
891 the corporate title was changed to Kenyon
C ll
the name by which the institution had always
o ege,
The Bishops of Ohio and Southern Ohio
bee~ known. h B d of Tru.stccs in alternate ycar5.
preside over t e oar
SITE

of Kenyon Collcg • is a vill
of
Gambier, the seat . habitant.a. on th
cv and,
about five hundred ~JroaiJ, n Uttlc
of h
nAkron and Columbus. fifty mil from COiumbus, fiv
f the State of Ohio, and on hundred and t
ty
ter 0
""""t
vernon
"tud
n
1..
•
d The alli
mil es frorn J.d
CJcvelan ·
miles trorn
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hundred feet and the site was chosen by Bishop Chase
after careful investigation for natural beauty and healthfulness of climate. The plateau on which the College
and village are situated rises about two hundred feet
above the valley of the Kokosing river, which flows
around it on three sides.
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS

The original domain of the College comprises about
four thousand acres, being a quarter township of the
United States Military Reservation of 1795 in Central
and Eastern Ohio. Of this domain the College still
holds about three hundred and fifty acres including
several tracts of woodland. The Ohio Department of
Forestry has recently undertaken to develop these forest
lands as an exhibit of modern methods of tree culture.
Minute surveys have been made and an extensive nursery has been established. Expert supervision is given
by the Department to all work that is done on the College
domain and it is hoped that in the future the College
lands can be used for demonstration in connection with
formal courses in forestry.
As Gambier Hill projects into the valley, the College
Park commands an extensive view of the fertile, smiling
v~ley of the Kokosing with a background of cultivated
hills. The natural charm has been much enhanced by
thhe. ta.shteful _arrangement of the grounds. In the Park
w 1c contalllS over n· t
trees
.1
me Y acres and many old forest
lawn' a~~ :o:ve dbcen ta~en to c~mbine the effects of
sites have been :,. 'r On this extensive tract the building
1
Path which conn:~ g :lected, and. the broad Mid~e
two-thirds of a mile long. Kenyon with Bexley Hall ts
The College buildin c
.
ornpnse the dormitories, Old
Kenyon (182 7) and
a.nna Hall (1902) ; Ascension

1
J;

J

I
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Hall (1859), the recitation and laboratory building;
Rosse Hall (1831, rebuilt 1899), the gymnasium and
~mbly room; the Alumni Library ( 1910), with which
is connected the Stephens Stack Room ( 1902); the
Church of the Holy Spirit (1869), the chapel; Bexley Hall
(1839), the theological seminary; Colburn Hall (1904),
the theological library; "Cromwell Cottage" (1913),
the President's house; "Kokosing" ( 1865), the stone
mansion built by Bishop Bedell, standing in its own
extensive park; and various other buildings.
In 1921 electric light was installed in all college
buildings. The current is derived from the high tension
Jines of the Ohio Power Company and the College pos-sesses its own underground distribution system. In addition, an emergency lighting plant stands ready for instant use.
In 1923, through gifts of the Alumni, a central heating plant and power house were constructed at a co::.t of
nearly $ 1 00,000.00. The power house is sit~ated to t.hc
south and west of Old Kenyon, and immediately adJak
cent to the railroad. Coal is delivered on a i:;pur t~~c
directly to the bunkers and concrete tun~elshcarTYCoJI~
. . al b 'ld·ngs in t e
~..,heating mains to the pnn~1p
u1 I f brick structure
Park. The power house. is a f1rePr: hundred feet in
and the stack is of rad1~ br1cfktoo hundred and fifty
. st•ir1·m g boilers 0 dw lhc c..""uipment mn.
height .
Twm
ach
· ·tailed an
....
h
horse-power e . are in
ipe insulation, etc., of l
eludes automatic stokers, P
best and most modern type.

=

OLD l{E."lYO~

tone of ~ hicb
Old Kenyon! the
strUcturc of I J
.
massive Go
r long, th
18 z7, 1S ab drod and sixt.Y don half f
It is one un wall.ci rour nn

with solid stone

1'4
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basement story. The roof carries battlements and
pinnacles and is surmounted by a spire one hundred
and ten feet high containing the old College BeIJ. By
an Alumni subscription the bell has been recast at the
Meneely Foundry.
In 1907 Old Kenyon was completely rebuilt on the
interior at an expense of over f,75,000, the external
appearance remaining unchanged. The walls and roofs
were thoroughly repaired and in part rebuilt with the
best and most permanent materials, so that the building
is now unexcelled among college dormitories for strength,
comfort and beauty.
Old Kenyon contains rooms for over ninety students.
The interior finish is of Flemish oak of handsome grain
with wainscoting in the halls. The staircases have
Gothic newel posts and birch band rails. At all the
windows are placed broad window seats of solid oak which
cover the steam radiators. Rather more than one-half of
the rooms are arranged in suites. The plumbing and beating systems are of the best and most modern type.
HANNA HALL

This dormitory was opened to students in December,
The building ia of gray Cleveland sandstone in
Collegiate Gothic style. It is two stories high ~th
gables, measures one hundred and thirty feet long by
fif~y _rcct. deep, and houses about fifty students. The
bmldmg .1 constructed throughout in the best and most
sub t.antial way.
1903.

Tho doo_rs and winrtow casin~ and the wainscoting
aro of 1''1em1sh oak, and the floors of pol"1 bed hard ood
Heat is furnished by team boil
R
•
wter • •
red ·
·
unnmg wa
lS
supp t
m ~very bed-room. In comfort
d . el
gancc of appomt.mcnt th building has n
~ m
e0 superior among
colleg dormitori •
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Hanna Hall was built in honor of his wife by the

la~ Marcus A. Hanna, United States Senator from

Ohio, at a cost of over $65,000. Charles F. Schweinfurth, of Cleveland, was the architect.
LEONARD HALL

. During 1923 the construction of this handsome buildmg has been carried forward rapidly. Before the first
of December the building was enclosed and the contractor expects to finish the interior by May, 1924.
By action of the Board of Trustees the building is named
Leonard Hall in memory of Mrs. Leonard and in honor
of the Bishop. The new building is the gift oC Ohio
Churchmen and the site is direclly opposite Hanna Hall.
Leonard Hall will house over one hundred students, the
rooms being arranged in convenient suites. The style is
collegiate gothic and the walls are of Glenmont sandstone. Fireproof construction will be used
fl<>?rs and
staircases. Dark oak is used for the intenor finish and
the attic is divided into three parlors or common rooms.
Leonard Hall will be open to students in September, 1 9 1 ~·

!or
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in the basement and provides for both Ascension and
Rosse Halls.
COLLEGE C HAPEL

The Church of the Holy Spirit, the Cl>llege Chapel,
was built in 1869, by the Church of the Ascension, New
YorkI as a tribute to their former rector, Bishop Bedell.
It is a cruciform edifice of Early English architecture
and is built of freestone in courses, with dressed quoins
and facings. The nave and chancel are ninety feet,
the transepts eighty feet in length. Ivy, transplanted
from Melrose Abbey, covers the walls.
The interior of the church is finished in oak, the
walls are tastefully illuminated, and all the windows
are of stained glass. The organ is a memorial to Bishop
Mcllvaine, and a mural tablet, erected by the Diocese
of Ohio, commemorates the founder of Kenyon College,
the Rt. Rev. Philander Chase.
In the church tower is the College clock and a set of
nine bells, together with a mechanism which rings the
Westminster chimes at the quarter hours.
By the will of the late Mrs. Bedell a fund was estab·shed for keeping the church and Kokosing in repair.
LIBRARY AND STACK ROOM

Hubbard Hall, the first library building, was burned
January first, 19 10, but the adjacent stack-room saved
the mass of the library. On its site has been built the
spacious and beautiful Alumni Library at a cost of about
$50,000. The principal donors are the Alumni of the
College a~d David Z. Norton, Esquire, of Cleveland
who has given the Reading Room.
'
Jn construction the Alumni Library .
t•
fi
c fl
. .
is prac ica11y
rreproo - <><;'rs• partitions and taircases being built
of tecl and tile. Glenmont sandstone 1.n b rok en courses
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with trimmings of Cleveland cut stone forms the exterio.r walls. Besides working rooms for the Librarian, the
Libr~ contains a spacious periodical room, a hall of
meetmg for the Faculty and Trustees, and two Seminar
rooms for class instruction. Built as a part of the
Alumni Library is a superb Gothic Reading Room
pat~rned after an English College hall, with stonemull1oned Tudor windows filled with leaded opalescent
glass, and with a lofty ceiling carried by richly carved
beams and trusses. In honor of the donor, this structure
is called Norton Hall.
The books are housed in the Stephens Stack Room,
a gift of the late James P. Stephens, '59, of Trenton,
N . J. The construction is strictly fireproof, stone
brick, steel, and glass being the only materials used in
the building. It provides space for about 50,000 volumes.
The library of 27,500 volumes is catalogued according
to the Dewey system and is open throughout the day
and evening. The books are unusually well chosen
and form an admirable working library for undergradu_ate
students. In history, in biography, an~ in Engltsh,
French, and German literature the collections are.good,
and the mathematical department contains .the hb~
of the late John N. Lewis of Mt. Vernon, which consitshts
e
of some 1, 200 volumes. Access1·ons are made on
recommendations of the several professors.
1
k 15
. rovided for by sevcra
The purchase of new boo s P
tablishcd by
ff n fund was es
endowmnts. The H o ma Providence, R. I., for the
Frank E. Richmond, E sq.,
the James P. Stepbe.n5
ks In J<}<>•
•
purchase of new b oo ·
wa.s rounded by Jam
18
Library Fund of about $ ·~ J By t.he wish of the
c· t.he. income will for the
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.- •
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donor a considera e
urchasc of classiccu wo: an
be devoted to the 1~ h The KJock Fund 15 dcpresent
than Ena i~ •
other languages
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voted to the purchase of books for the Department of
English and the Vaughn Fund to the binding of periodicals.
The reading room receives the leading American and
English periodicals, and ten or twelve French and German reviews, and is open to students during the library
hours.
An additional library of 12,000 volumes, chiefly
theological, is housed in Colburn Hall.
GYMNASIUM

Rosse Hall, the gymnasium and assembly room, is
an Ionic structure of sandstone about one hundred by
seventy-five feet. Built in 1831 as the College Chapel
it was burned in 1897. The reconstruction was provided
for by James P. Stephens, Mrs. Julia T. Bedell and
other donors, and especially by "The William and Mary
Simpson Memorial Fund" given by Mrs. Mary A. Simpson of Sandusky. To the restoration was al:o applied
a bequest or five thousand dollars from Senator John
Sherman. The principal hall serves as a szymnasium
and assembly hall, and is provided with gymnastic
apparatus presented by the Alumni. Shower baths and
dressing rooms with all-steel lockers are supplied in the
basement, whichalso contains a ba~ball cage.
ATHLETICS

Kenyon College is one of the original members of the
Ohio Athletic Conference. Tho college arranges complete .schedules with the other members of the conference m foo~I, .basketball, baseball, tenni. , and track.
. li nson F1eld 1sfincly situntcdat the foot of th C 0 11
hill where tho shaded hillside provides
t rale
ege
d Ilnscll II
a na u
grandsthumfi .ld .
a ndnd football ground.a arc laid out and
1
is surroun cd by a cindCl' •--k
. more
w ~
measunng
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than one-~hird of a mile. A straight-away course of
yards is a particularly fine feature.
Several tennis courts are laid out near the College
dormitories.
220

LABORATORIES

The. no:th end of Ascension Hall, comprising eighteen
rooms, lS ~1ven up to the physical, chemical and biological
laboratones. The Bowler Fund makes provisions for
accessions of apparatus and books.
The Chemical Laboratory occupies eight rooms in
addition to the lecture and preparation rooms and museum.
The laboratory in general chemistry has been
enlarged and now accommodates sixty students. The
laboratories for work in qualitative and quantitative
analysis and organic chemistry are smaller but well
equipped. There are hoods and balances, with ample
store room facilities, and the stock of chemi~ls and
apparatus has been made adequate for work m genera], analytical and organic chemistry, including ~hem
ical preparations. This laboratory has its own library
of four hundred volumes, including standard. referen~e
works in several languages, and files of the l~dmg ~bemi
cal journals. An excellent collection of typical mmerals
is provided.
·
art of
The Physical Laboratory, which oc~up1Hesal~ Pis well
d b
cnt of Ascension
,
the first floor an . asem work both in the laboratory
equipped for expenmental
High grade apparatus
proper and the lec~ure room. as to facilitate aa much
is being added continually 50
demonstrations, and
. t.
class room
as possible quahta ive ·nment of precision in m~uroin the laboratory, the attal uipmcnt of the department
ments. Of the pr~~m~J=tric power plant, which furmay be mentioned its
torics and direct cWTCnt for
nishes light for the ~bf:ept..'lldent alternating current
expen·mental work,
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motor-ganerator set, a z9-inch spark induction coil with
its accessories for X-ray work, spectrometers, photometers, saccharimeters, a 30,000-pound Riehle machine for testing the strength of materials, and a large
number of other measuring instruments for use in the
study of nearly every branch of Physics.
Several physical journals are taken, and kept on file,
and a number of the most recent books on various physical subjects are being added to the general library
each year. These have been so selected as to furnish
ample material for collateral reading and thesis work.
The Biological Laboratory occupies rooms on the
third floor of Ascension Hall. The main room is well
lighted from above and contains sixteen Bausch and
Lomb compound microscopes, sixteen dissecting microscopes, paraffine bath, incubator, sterilizers and Minot
rotary and automatic precision microtomes. Desks
and lockers are provided for twenty students.
The department has its owh working library, consisting of standard reference books in English, German
and French, while additional books needed for advanced
w~rk are procured from the Boston Society of Natural
History or from university libraries.
MATHfillATICAL INSTRUMENTS

The. observatory has a telescope of five and one-

fo~th mches aperture, the object glass of which was
m
h;Y Alvan Clark & Son. It is also supplied with
~he ~it of two inches aperture and a sidereal clock.

U-:

astrono::i~;::~~;tronomy

owns a set of Trouvelot

The income of the Delano Astronomical Fund is

used for the observatory.

For the use of students .
.
mcnt of Mathematica ~ surveying, the Departan excellent transit, y
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level, plane table, draughting machine and compass,
with the necessary appurtenances.
'
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP

A fund of five thousand dollars established by Bishop
and Mrs. Bedell provides for biennial lectures on the
Evidences of Natural and Revealed Religion, or the
Relation of Science to Religion. These lectures are
given every second year on Founders' Day, which is
celebrated on the Festival of All Saints. The publication of the lectures is provided for.
The following lectures have been delivered :
The Rt. Rev. John Williams, D. D ., LL.D., "The World'a Witness to Christ." 1881.
The Rt. Rev. Henry Cotterell, D .D., "Revealed Reli(ion in Ita
Relation to the Moral Being or God ." 1883.
The Rt. Rev. Huah Miller Thompson, D.D., "The World and
the Logos." 1885.
The Rev. James McCoeh, S.T .D., LL.D., "The Reli(iou. Aspect
or Evolution ." 1887
•
.
The Rt. Rev. David II. Greer, D.D., "The Hiator1~l Chnat,
the Moral Power or Hiatory." 1889.
"II I Wri~
0Y
T he Rt. Rev. Arthur Cleveland Coxe, D.D., LL.D •
and Modern Thought." 189i.
"Th Wltn
or t.he
The Rt. Rev. William A. Leonard, D. D'
o
American Church to Pure Christianity." I 93· d Prayw• the ReaThe Rt. Rev. Boyd Vinrent, D.D., "God an
•
aonablenesa or Prayer." i895. .
DD "A NaUonal Church."
The Rev. William RMd Huntio&ton, . ·•
1897.
.
D C.L., "The Supomatural CharD .D ., ·
Th e Rev. Morgan Dix,
n-r
.
,,
1899.
{
d
acter of the Chriltian ,....1g1on.
D .D, r>.c.J.., "Man. en, an
The Rt. Rev. Henry C. Pott r,
. Master." 1901 .
-'l Doanr. DD' "EYldence. ExTheir
William Cros"'""
The Rt. Rev. ., 190 , .
''The neauom of Faith
e rnfluente.
C A Hall. I> 0 ..
perienc '
Arthur • ·
The Rt. Rev·
of T'c::i111eS1-.
·re" 1905·
F GaDor, DD.. B
P
and L 1
ThoinM •
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. t" n Cbur
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The Rev. George F. Smythe, D. D, "The Shepherd or Israel: A
Contribution to the Evidences of Revealed Religion." 1911.
The Rev. George Ilodgl'S, DD., Dean or the Cambridge Divinity
School, "The Church in tho Fourth Century." 1913.
The Rev. W. H.P. J<'aunce, D.D., President of Brown University,
"The Enlarging Horizon of Church and State." 1917.
The Rev. William T Manning, D.D., Rector of Trinity Church,
New York City. "The Call to Unity." 1919.

THE LA.a.WILL LECTURESllIP

This fund of ten thousand dollars is the gift of Joir
eph H. Larwill, Esq., of the class of 1855. The income
is available for occasional lectures or for courses of
lectures on subjects of general interest. The Founder
desires that at least every third year a lecture or a course
of lectures, philosophical in tone, shall be delivered on
one of these great subjects: "What can I know? What
ought I to do? For what can I hope?"
At the discretion of the College Faculty, lectures
delivered on the Foundation may be published.
Among the recent occt!aionnl lecturers on this Foundation have
been Professor Brander ~lntthcwa of Columbia University; Dr.
Svante Arrhenius, of the University of Stockholm; Profet'lllOr Anatole
Lebraz, of the University of Rennes; The Rev. Dr. Reginald J.
Campbell, Birmingham, Eni : Dr. Talcott Williams Dean of the
Pulitzer School of Journalmn, Columbia University; William BuUer
Y ta. ~ydney G 1':e Pi.sher, LL.D., Canon Jam• 0. Hannay,
~uc n Brlcux, Alfred :-;oy , Huch Walpole, Dr. Philip Fox, Director
0
A. t.hcri D rborn Ob: rvatory, T. Makolm Bird of the Scientific
m • cnn and 1krtrnnd Russell .

f onnal academic courses have been delivered as follows:
,. c:;.r~'ThW.~~oL, 1.L D ., !'resident Emcritua of Harvard Uni-

O:tobe

mocruey .,
re of Trad Unionism nnd Capitaliam in a De·~· (G. A. Putnam'• Sons)
Tb 'it on. Tbr,
codo
E U to
U
.
Ohio, " fodt!lll 1> mocraey :, ;[ n, nlted Sta
Senator from
0 rgo Edward Wood.
• o mber, 1911 .
of ComparaU~ IA ratu ~c~~nn~ly he;id of the Department
of Critldsm: Creative •nd lllstort:aim!;a Umvendty, ''Two Aspect.a
•
May, 1913.
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John W. Burgess, LL.D., formerly Professor of Political Science

~d Constitutional Law in Columbia University, "The Administration! of. Preside~t Hayes." October, 1915. (Scribner's.)

, l'Vl~g Babbitt, A.M., Profeasor of French Literature at Harvard
U niv~ty. "Democracy nnd Imperialism" March, 1920.
. .sir Frederic G. Kenyon, head of the British Museum, has be~n
invited to deliver the next fonnal course in the spring of 1924.
THE STIRES PRIZES

Two prizes of $35 and $15 respectively, are offered
annually by the Rev. Dr. Stires, Rector of St. Thomas
Church, New York, for excellence in debating. The
contestants are chosen from the two upper classes and
represent the Philomalhesian and Nu Pi Kappa literary societies.
THE KING PRIZES

Through the generosity of Mr. Ralph King of Cleveland prizes amounting to $100 are offered annually to
members of the Freshman and Sophomore cla.c;ses for
excellence in writing and in public speaking. A first prize
of $JS and a second prize of $15 are given lo each class,
the award being made at Commencement by the Department of English for the work of the year.
ScHOLARSHIP A.'iD BE$FICIARY AID
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(a)

ENDOWED ScllOLARSHIPS.

The John W. Attdrew1, Jr., Scholarship, or $J,()O('), the ~t of
Hon. John W. Andrewa, or Columbus, Ohio, in memory or his son.
The Auitin Badger Scholarship, or $1,400, founded by bequest
or Austin Badger, of Medina, Ohio. The income la to be awarded
only to a atudent preparinit for the ministry.
Th,, Philo Sherman B111ntlt Scholarship, of $500, aaigned to
Kenyon Colleite by the Hon. William J. Bryan u administrator for
Mr. Bennett. The income of this fund is to be itiven to needy and
deeerving atudents.
The Alfred Blau Scholarships, three perpetual acholarshlps,
covering tuition, the itift of Mra. Alfred Blake of Gambier.
The Carntgie Scholar1hip Fund, of $J5,ooo, the (ilt of Andrew
Cameitie, Esq. Grant& from the income of this fund are made to
needy and deservinit atudenta for the payment of College bills.
Poetulanta for Holy Ordera are inelifible.
The Carkr Scholar1hip Fund, or $s,ooo, the gift of Mra. Carter,
of Albany, New York, in memory of her buaband, the Rev. George
Galen Carter, S.T.D., of the clua or 1864, and bia father, the Rev.
1.aWllQn Carter, late or Cleveland, Ohio. The income provides for
two acholarahiPI and in makinc appointment& preference is to be
given to poetulanta for Ordera, especially to such poRtulants as are
aona of clergymen.
7'1ui Cushing Scholarship of $s,ooo, found<'d by hia parenta in
memory of Kirke W. Cushing, '• •· The appointment is placed in
the hands or the Pr idcnt, the Professor of English and the Profe880r
of Mathematics ·••ith the dlrcttlon that it be conferred upon a student
of apecia) need and merit who has been at. least. one year in residence.
The Frtmh Pri·e Scholarship, a perpetual scltolArahip covering
tuition In KenYon College, thP. ..lft of Mrs Robort French or Gambier
•
'
'
Itol:M!a
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LoAN FuNDS ANO SCHOLARSHlPS

M. ~:~Vaalt ~~lara~ip, of ~1 0,000, Cou.nded by bequest of Job
• or CUlClnnatt. The income proV1des for three 1cholarships
or about hoo each.

S ~Ju Southard Scholarship, of h,500, the gift of Mr. George F.
ou ard, or the cla!I! of 1873. Preference is to be given to a student
In regular standing.
(b)

LoAN FUNDS.

Tiu C1trti1 Fund, which now amounts to over $32,000.00.
to The late Henry B. Curtis, LL.D., of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, rranted
the Trustees of Kenyon College a fund for the aid of meritorious
~t~dent. by loans of money at a low rate or interest. The interest
15
intended to meet only the risk or death, and ia not to be 1reater
than the average rate or liCe insurance.
The application for a Curtis scholarship must 1tate the applicant's name, residence and age, and his father'• name and address.
The rather or guardian must endorse the application and express
bis belier that the loan will be repaid at maturity. The Faculty
will ronsider the application to be confidential, and in rrantin& the
loan will take into consideration the applicant's character, ability
and merit, including bis examinationa in school and coll~, and hia
record for relt\llarity, punctuality and 1eneral conduct. The appropriations are made for only a year at a time. The maximum loan
for one year is $150, but for a 1tudent'1 fir11t year $75 •. The aum appropriated is paid in two equal parts, one at the b<>&mnln& of each
memeater. Upan each payment the student eivea his promissory note
for the repayment five years from date, with int.ett11t at the rate of
one and a half per cent.
L- 0 __ ..
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(c)
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ADMISSION

In the following statement. I.he lerm "Unit" means a
course of study of five recitation periods a week continued t.hrough a full school year. For entrance to all
college courses fifteen such Units are required. The
pages immediately following contain a detailed description of the subjects that will be accepted as Units for
admission.
TABLE OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
FOR THE CLASSICAL COURSE:

UNITS

En&lish . .
. .•..•••. . .......................
M:athematiai . . .......••••.•.•........•................
Latin or Latin and Greek ............................ . ..
Other Foreiin Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . .
History ... .. .. ,,.,., .• ,,,,,,,., .. , ... ,.,, , .,,,, • .. ... .
Additional ..... . ...................... .... . ... ......

3
2~

4
2
I

:i}i
IS

FOR TUB PHILOSOPIUCAL Cot,;RSE:

FOR THB SclE!-<"TIFIC CoUBSB:

UNITS

UNITS

English •.••••.........•.•
Mathematica .••...• ..••..
Foreign Languaiee. . . . . . . .
History •••••••••..•.•••.•
Scien •••• •• •• ,,., ••••••
Additional. ...... , ........

3

1).i

4
1

I

1).i

En1lish • . ...•.•.•••..•••••. J
Mathematica •....•••••• 4 or J
Forciin Languaioa .....• 3 or 4
History .. ........... .. , •• • . I
Sciences ..... . ...••.•.•••.• 2

Additional .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .

IS

1

IS

. The following table shows the minimum and maximum amounts which will be accepted in each subject:
U~ITS

Engll.sb ... ............... 3·4
fathmnatics
1L
T-tln
.......... 2 7'1"'4
,...
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• 1 ·4
Gr k
• • •• •• • • • • •• •• 1-3
Franch•••••
. .................
1-3

Spanish ...........

1

··" "· ·J

UNITS

Italia
n • · · • · • • • · · · • · · · • • 1-3
German ............... .... 1-3
Hfsto
ry •• · •• •• • · • · · • • ..••. 1-3

Sdonc ................... l·.J
orawm
S

r .. ... ·· .. · .. · ......

bopwork ................ ..

I
1

ADMISSION

ENTRANCE SUBJECTS IN DETAIL
ENGLISH
.

1

•

THREE UNITS.

(a )

Reading.

A certain number of books

~I be set for reading. The candidate will be required to present

e_vidence of a general knowledge of the subject matter, and to answer
sunple questions on the lives of the authors. On several assigned
topics a brief written discussion will be required at the examination.
The object is to test the candidate's power of clear, accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowledge of the substance
books. In place of a part of this test the candidate may present
an exercise book, properly certified by his instructor, containing compositions or other written work done in connection with the reading
of the book. No student will hereafter be admitted without examination except on the presentation of such properly certified exercise
book, or of an explicit statement from his instructor of the books
read in class and the amount of composition work required. The
substitution of equivalent books for those given below will for ~be
present be permitted. In preparation for this part of the requirement it is important that the candidates shall have been instructed
in the funda mental principles of rhetoric.
List of Books for General Reading
The student selects ten Units, two from each of lhe five following groups. Each unit is set off by semicolons.
ch' f
prising at least the ie
GROUP 1. THE OLD T8STAll&.'lT; comJ hua Judges Samuel,
narrative episodes in Genesis•. Exodu.sb : of 'Ruth
Eatber;
Kings, and Daniel, togethei: wtt~ the. 00 of Boob I, II, III, IV,
the Od11asey, with the omission, if desue!.ion if d~red, of Boou
V, XV, XVI, XVII: the Iliad, wi~I~h;i~gil'• Af::iew. The Qdyaey,
XI, XIII, XIV, XV, XVll, X d : Engliah translat.iora of recorIliad, and Aeneid should be rea tn
nized literary excellen~.
a unit from any ol.h r group may be
For any unit o! this group

and

substituted.
ll

.Midluntmv Night"• Drta'lll.

ICT-

sHAJCESPKAR"·
Vfh ~·igAI. TM TeJJ1pttl. R
GROUP . · A• yqU LiU It. TtDl'~ ll/, lletJTW l', Coriohmta
chanl of Ven~. J 1in RiehtUd 11, R
~ choiien far 11wdy undtt D.
and Juliet, K,ngM:c~. Homl~J. If po • MOIU d'ArlAnr (aboat
Juliua Caesar. PROS8 F1CTl~s. [alor~..Pa.rl I: Swill: Gallattr•c
GROUP 1n.
. pi]grim. progt
• Bunyan.
100 pages) •
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Tra11el8 (voyages to Lilliput and to Brobdingnag); Defoe Robinson
Cruaoe, Part I; Goldsmith: Vicar of TVakefield; Frances Burney :
Evelina; Scott's Novels: any one; Jane Austen's Novels; any one;
Maria Edgeworth; CaaUe Rackrent, or The Absenlee; Dickens' Novels:

any one; Thackeray's Novels: any one; George Eliot's Novels: any
one; Mrs. Gaskell; Cranford; Kingsley: Westward Ho/ or Here1D1Jrd,tlll
Wake; Reade: The Cloister and the Hearth; Blackmore: Lorna D.oone
Hughes: Tom Brown's Schooldays; Stevenson's T reasure I sland, OT
Kidnapped, or Jl.faater of Ballantrae; Cooper's Novels: any one
Poe: Selected Tales: Hawthorne: The House of the Seuen Gah/u, OT
Twice Told Tales, or Mo~su From an Old Manse . A collection of
Short Stories by various standard writers.
GROUP IV. ESSAYS, BIOGRAPHY, ETC. Addison and Steele:
The Sir Roger ck Cooerle11 Papers, or Selections from the Taller and
S'lectator (about 1 00 pages): Boswell: Selections from the Life of lohn1on (about 1 00 pages); Franklin: Aulobiograph11; Irving: Selectiom
from the Sketch Book (abo..it 200 pages), or Life of Goldrtrith; Southey:
Life of .Vel«Jn; Lamb: Selectiona from the ES&a111 of Elia (about 100
pages) Lockhart: Selections from the Life of ScoU (about 100 pages ;
Thackeray: Lecturu on Swift, Addiwn, and Steele in the Englisli
Humorists; Macaulay: any one of the following essays: Lord Clire,

n arren Haatings, Millon, Addison, Goldsmith, Frederic the Great,
MadaJM d'Arbla11; Trevelyan: Selections from the Life of Macatdall
(about 100 pagee); Ruskin: Suarru and I.iliu, or Selectiom (about
1 50 pages) ; Dana: Two Year• Before the Maat· Lincoln: Selection.a,
including at leut the two Inaugurala. the Spe~ches in Jndt"pendenu
Hall and at Gett'//aburg, the Laat P11.blic Addrus the LeUer lo Horau
Gru/I>'//, together with a brief memoir or estim~te o( Lincoln; Parkman: Th. Ortgon Trail; Thoreau: Walden; Lowell: Selected Eua.111
(about 1 50 page.) ; Holmea: Th• Autocrat of the Brtakf<UI Ta.bU;
~==
Inland Vo~ag• and Trauu With a DonluJ11; Huxley:
" ' - -ap 1 and Selediona Crom La11 Sermon.a including the
d
a "'-on I m
· ~
'
A Pi~ of C114l~:::fi ' ~ural Knowl«lgt, A LibCJral Education, and

t"

Hulitt EmeTIO~

d ection ~f Eaaaya by Bacon, Lamb, DeQuincey,

at.an~d wntera..' an later writ.era; a collection o( Letters by various
GRot·p v. Por:ny p I
Boob II and fll, with.• ~:;ave: ~14- Trmauru (First Series),
Cowper, and Bwm: Palrra . attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray,
IV, wtt.b special attention i:~ GokUn Trea.ur11 (First Series), Book
cbosen under Slrufr): Goldarzli~~orth, Keats, and Shelley (il not
ViUGg"; Pope: Tiu RaPc of th Loe· The Traroeller and The D.urUd
t
k; a collection o( English and Scot-
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tish ballads, aa, for example, some Robin H ood ballads, The
Ballle of OUerburn, King E stmere, Y oung Beichan, Bewick and Grahame, Sir Patrick Spena, and a selection from later ballads; Coleridge:
The Ancient .Mariner, Chriatabel, and Kubla Khan,· Byron: C:hilde
Harold, Canto III or IV, and The Prisoner of Chillon; Scott: The
Lad11 of the LaU or Marmion; Macaulay: The La11s 1Jf Ancient Rome,
The Battle of Naseb'fl, The Armada, I11r'tl; Tennyson: The Princess or
Gareth and L'tlnette, Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of Arthur;
Browning: Carolier Tunes, The Lost Leader, Hoto They Brought the
Good News From Ghent to Aix, Home Thoughts From Abroad, H ome
Thoughts From the Sea, An Incident of the French Camp, Heroe Riel,
Pheidippides, M'/I Last Dueheu, Up At a Villa-Down in the Cit'fl,
The Italian in En.gland, The Patriot, The Piper, "De Gustibus"-,
Instam T11rannua; Arnold: Sohrab and Rustam and The Forsaken
Merman; selections from American Poetry, with especial attention
to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow, and Whittier.
(b) Study and Practice. This part of the examination presupposes the thorough study of each or the works named in this division.
rhe examination will be upon subject matter, form a~d at:ructu~e.
In addition the candidate mll'fl be required to answer q:.ir~twns inrol~ng
the usentials of English grammar, and the leading facts in thoBB pcriod•
of English histor'fl to which the prueribed book belongs.
List of Books for Study
1
This part of the requirement is intended as a natural~ .0i11·aca]ld
.
,
ding
Greater
sw..•
continuation or the students ear1ier rea
·
d braaee and the
upon form and style. the exact meanin& of words ad~ Pthe boo'ka are
.
·
F th'15 close rea tni
understanding or allUSJons.
or
f bich one .election ill to be
arranged in four groups, Lrom each o w

made.
GROUP

I.

. Jiili"'

DR.AMA. Shak•pea.re·

(;ouar,

MO&btll.

11 p~. and ell.her
TM llolr
Comws or L11cidal; Tennyson. . th 1181 Uom from Wordsworth,
Grail, and Thi P~ing of A~':;i pa~irave'• Gol4nt '.rrt081U'I
t

Hamkt.

GROUP

,

II. .POETRY.

Mil~n~;/g;:i,;, of ArlA~.
0

Keata and Shelley m Book
'
Coiidlial.
llrilA
BllTke' spttd °"
GROUP III. ORATOflY.
n c;o~igJal. and Lin~: Spt • ol
America; ~acaulay~ ~arett'tll Acfdr ' a.nd We
: f'ud
Cooper Unw"; ~as
Series).

Bun/Ur Hill OraliDfl·
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JO

GROUP IV. ESSAYS. Carlyle: Eua11 on Burnt, with a 11election from Burns' Poems; Macaulay: Lifs of Johmon; Emel'IOn:

EaBa11 on M anmra.

.

FOUR UNITS. In addition to the preceding a fourth urut
may be offered in Engliah C'omposition.
No candidate will be accepted in Engliah whose work la notably
defective in point or spelling, punctuation, idiom or division in to
paragraphs.
An examination in composition will be required of all new
atudenta.
MATHEMATICS
i.

1. Two AND ON&-liALP UNJTS.
(a) Aliebra (one and one-half
unit.), through Simultaneoua Quadratic Equations.
(b) Plane Geometry (one unit).
A thorough review of Algebra and Geometry 1hould be completed during the year preceding entrance to College.
i. TBR&& TO FOUR UNITS. In addition to the precedinc.
{a) Solid Geometry (One-hall unit).
(b) Advanced Algebra, including the theory of Logarithma,
Seri~, Determinant. and Partial Fractions, and Elementary Theory
or Equationa {one-hall unit).
(c) Plane Trigonometry, with apccial attention to the derivation or formul• and the accurate solution and checking or problems
(one-hall unit).
LATIN
I. ONa UNIT. Latin rrammar with eaay readinc, conaistinc
or twenty or thirty pacea or connected tut. In all written exercises
th long vowels 1hould be marked, and in all oral exercisel pains
should be taken to make the pronunciation conform to the quantitiea.
The 1tudent 1hould be t.nined from the be(innln1 to fl"UP the
moaning of the Latin before translating, and then to render into
ldlomaUc English: and should be tau1ht to read the Latin aloud
with lntell~t upreaton.
i. Two UNIT • In addiUon to the precedin.. -lectlona from
r's GaU" W
l
•• ...
u: ar equ val nt in amount to four or five booka· .,_
Uans from Nepoe may be tak
.
'
not cccdlng two boob
en .aa a 1ubetitute for an ~ount
k In pr
compost . • ~~.equivalent or at least one penod a
and t.nnslat.ion ;•~n h"<ilR!O on ~. Froqucnt written exec•'" t from Cresar
of ~·~~ ~~T8. In addition to the Preceding aix oration.a
•
u mg l
Ma11Uia11 La
'
a ptcd aa a 1ubzUtu for
ro. Salluat'1 Caliliu will be
an equ1Valent •mount or Cicero.

8
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. The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose composition.' baaed on Cicero. Frequent written exercises and translation
at sight from Cicero.
•· . FOUR UNITS. In addition to 1 and 2, Virgil's Aeneid. For
a portion of this may be substituted selections from 0Pid. Con•tant practice in the metrical readinit of Latin verse.
. The equivalent of at least one period a week in proae composition. Frequent translation at siitht from V~ and Ovid.

GREEK
1 . ONE UNIT.
Grammar. Anabaaia, twenty paitea. The 1tudent ahould have constant practice in reading Greek aloud and in
translating into Greek. Syntax is best taught in connection with
the text read, but the most important paradigms should be learned
before beginning the Anabaaia.
1. Two UNITS. In addition to the precedinit, Anaba.tu I-IV.
Greek prose based on the Anabaau should be written daily.
J. THREE UNITS. In addition to 1 and 1, Analxuu reviewed,
Iliad, not lea than 1900 lines. Mytboloa and scansion should be
tauibt in connection with the Iliad. Greek prose baaed on the
Analxuil.

FRENCH
ON .. UNIT In one year the student • h ouId acquire s fairly
• • ..
•
f I m ntary rramaccurate pronunciation and such a kn?wledp~~atc ve:ry 1 tmplo
mar and vocabulary as will enable him ~
tcncn Into F~cb.
French into English as well u 1bnn En& 18 ta•n->-rd Jo'rcncb nead·
He should read from 100-300 pa& in the a nua
ers for beginners.
i French should
t
i.
Two UNITS. Two yoara' wor~ ~mmAr. ainwnintlon and
of drill In pronunciation, the atudy OF ch from dictation and tho
·
rcnFrench from • t. 1P.<iha!f
t l o
composition exercllMlll,
t b • wn•ting of of
al
readinit of 450-6oo du<>;<Ieclmo ~ty. Not more than on
authors of recognized hU!rlU'Y
this reading can be from ftctJon.
r'• •tad1' aboUld rl" a
T h third
ey and fl
I d veioptng aCC'Jl'1l
3 THR&B USIT8 .
•
h
plied n
ad to
masury of Frenc ap Q t t.'WO
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au
of
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t.
duodecimo pai .~ IL
rnrntlD ,,_. F'ft
ard literary men arama• aod h
be done in poetT'Y·
I
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the classroom, it is essential that all candidates for admission acquire
facility in the spoken idiom.
ITALIAN
1. ONi;i UNIT may be presented.
tity are the same as in French.

The requirements as to quan-

1. Two UNITS.
Two years' work in Italian consisting of abundant exercises in prose composition, dictation, pronunciation, grammar, and the reading of 450-600 duodecimo pages of Italian from at
least two recognized standard authors. Not more than one-half of
this reading can be from fiction.

3· THREE UNITS. A greater mastery of Italian grammar, ability to translate into Italian a connected passage or English prose of
medium difficulty and knowledge sufficient to write compositions of
simpler form. Candidates are further expected to have read 1000
duodecimo pages of Italian from not less than four classic and modern
authors. All Italian is the language of the classroom, it is essentiai
that candidates have drill in the use of the spoken language.

SPANISH
1. ONE UNIT may be presented.
quantity are the same as in French .

The requirements as to

2
Two years' work in Spanish consisting of abun• T_wo_ UNITS.
dant drill ID pronunciation, the study of grammar and the mastery
or the ':"?re difficult syntax, the writing of Spanish from dictation,
compos.it1on and converaation exercises and the reading or 450
duodecuno pages of Spanish from at least two well-established
authors Not more than one-half of this reading can be from fiction.
It la W'ied that poetry and history form the half.

3· THREE Ul'Ul'S

A

h

.

and the rnaatwy
more t orough study or Spanish ~ammar
abnity to write ~f •Yntax, J>Ower to comprehend oral SpantSh and
of moderate d'~ •:pl~ COtnJ>()llition and to turn a passage of English
upect(ld to ha~~ ,mto the S~nish idiom. Candidates will be
than four writ«rs of sta:r:~?dGClmo pages of Spanish from not less
that this read ng be divided tterary excellence. It is recommended
Sinc:e Spanish is the langua h ,tween poetry, drama, and the novel.
0
candidate have practice in'~ t~e clasaroom, it is 11Sential that the
follo'tVlnr the spoken Ja.n..,•- r>anish converaation and be drilled in
•-le.
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GERMAN
1•. ONlll UNIT. Careful drill in pronunciation, elementary grammar•. including a thorough knowledge of Corms and simple syntax;
reading of about 150 pages of easy modern German, mainly narrative
prose; elementary drill in speaking and writing German.
2. Two UNITS. Further study of the Grammar, including a
more thorough treatment of syntax; continued practice in writing
and speaking German; reading, in addition to 1, of about 250 pages
of modem German from atandard authors.
3. THREE UNITS. Continuation of the study of the grammar,
composition and conversation; the reading in addition to 1 and 2
of about 500 pages of classical and modern German prose and poetry.

WSTORY
GENERAL HISTORY. As much as is contained in Myers'
Gmeral Hi8tor11.
2. (a ) GREEK HISTORY. Myers' or Botsford'• Hiswr11 of
Gruu or an equivalent (one-hall unit).
(b) RoKAN HISTORY. Allen's Hiswr11 of tM Roman Peopu or
Botaford's Roman Biswr11 (one-ball unit).
3. ENGLISH HISTORY. The equivalent of Andrews' or Cheyney's
Huwr11 of E11{1land, with collateral readini.
· c0 ........
4 UNITED STATES Htsl'ORY. A compreh ens1ve
...,_ baaed
,
.on
8
auch . a text as Adam.1 and Trent or McDonald's Johllllton • with
1.

considerable collateral readini.
~· ,1 JJWorr of IJi•
S· (a) UNITED STATES HISTORY. Jo~t Fiake
United Stata or an equivalent (one-ball. Wll ).
d in John Fisk•'•
a.s much as ia contt.!11e
(b) p 0 LITICAL. ScmNCS,
A - u u·-' Statu (one-half unit).
Cfoil GoPernm61't in u"' n SCIENCB

ol work equinlent to
or Black & Davis,
that 1 the text or Millikan .• c::;;ld be ch'eD to practical labora.
. d
Particular attention wnerlca1 prot>Jema.
:,req=h~. and the ao\utlon of~ courae lncludmc both laboraTbry
CeCJllsTR'I'·
1 rganlc hemiatt7·
•
2. ELEliENTARYus room work
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Smith's Essentials of Chcmistr11, or McPhel'8on & Hendel'8on'1 A

First Course in Chemistry.
3. GENERAL BIOLOGY. Adaptation to environment, protective
resemblance, variation, etc, should be studied. A general study
of the activity and local distribution of typical form of life. Laboratory work is essential. Boyer's Elementary Bwlogy, or selections
from Davenport's Introduction to Zoology, together with Bergen's
Elements of Bolan11, represent approximately the amount required.
4. BOTANY. The essential principles of plant life and growth
together with a careful study of typical plant Corms. Variability,
adaptation, assimilation, respiration, digestion, growth and reproduction should be carefully studied. An equivalent of Atkinson's
Lusons in Bolan11, or Bergen's Foundations of Bolan11, should be presented.
S· ZOOLOGY. Knowledge of the typical forms both invertebrate
and vertebrate is required. Ability to recognize the specimen, to
indicate its relationships, and to point out the principal features of
lta life history, orpnization and physiology. An equivalent of
Kellogg's Elementar11 Zoology or Davenport's Introduction to Zoolog11.
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RULES FOR ADMISSION
Candidates for admission must present testimonials
or good moral character, and if they come from other
colleges certificates of dismissal in good standing.
Examination for entrance are held at the opening
of the college year the third Wednesday in September.
Certificates will be provisionally accepted from the
principal of any accredited High or Preparatory School,
and will exempt the student from entrance examinations
in the subjects covered, provided that they are in the
hands of the Registrar at the opening of the year. No
student is admitted whose certificates do not cover at
least 14 units of preparatory work.
The privileie of reiPstration is extended only to atudenta who
either pass the entrance examinations or pre1Cnt satisfactory certificates.

The College furnishes certificate blanks, which must 1tate in
detail the courses that the atudent baa completed, together with
the ground covered and the time given to each course.
At entrance all atudenta are received upon probation, and
their work is ~ubject to careful inspection. Matriculatio~ (~
p. 6 1 ) gives final credit for ccrtlficatm and accords full ~tandmr in
Coll~e. Immediately before the Tbanlatgivinr
• rmd..am•ter
examinations are given to all new men. To be mat.riculatod a 1wdenl
mu.st maintain a pauinr rracJe in at lea.at twehe hours of work, to
be determined by class at.ending and the mld-m ter examlnatJ?ns.
be continued upon probation,
Stud en ta w ho Cail to matriculate may
f
k t the nd of the lll!mester
but failure to pass in nine houl"I o 11-or a
drops them Crom college.
paratJon In ancient or modern
Applicant. for adm ·' :
an opportunity in Collere to
lanilJ.age is inadequate wt
Its of deficfency.
make up not more than two un

:::i:

Advanced Standin&

ccd standing \\,ll be examined
Candidates for ~"~nt.cccdcnt to the desired grade,
in all prescribed atu ics
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including the requirements for admission to college and
in such elective studies as shall be chosen by the candidate and approved by the Faculty.
Students from other colleges will be admitted to such
standing as the Faculty may deem equitable in each case.
Candidates are required to present a certified statement
of the studies they have pursued and their proficiency
therein, together with a catalogue of the college from
which they come.
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COURSES OF STUDY
Three courses of study are offered-classical, philosophical, and scientific. After the freshman year in all
courses students are permitted to elect a large proportion of their work. The prescribed requirements aim at
securing breadth and continuity without sacrificing flexibility. On the following pages is printed a conspectus
showing the prescribed subjects and the range of electives
for each course.
THE CLASSICAL COURSE. Four years or classical language are
required for admission and a considerable amount of classical language must be taken in College. If the student takes Latin and
no Greek he is required to complete a course in Greek literature
or which no knowledge of the language is necessary. The degree
or bachelor of Arts is conferred upon the completion of this course.
THE PHILOSOPHICAL COURSE. This course emphasizes modern
language both for preparation and in College although units in any
foreign language may be presented for admission. In College five
years of language must be taken of which at least three years must
be in one language. About the same proportion of electives is
allowed as in the Classical course. The degree of Bachelor of Philosophy is conferred upon the completion of this course.
THE SclENTIFIC COURSE. The arrangement of subjects in
this course is intended primarily to meet the needs of students who
intend to take technical or engineering cou~ later. Advanced
· ma thema tics and
physics is
and numerous
wark in
. prescnbed
.
·
eI ectives
are o ffered ·m the aci·entific subiecta which. are fundamental
.
· ·
Students who complete thIS course with the
ror technicaI trammg..
bl to make third year standing in
proper electives in science ared a eThe degree of Bachelor of Science
.
engineering schools of first gra. e.
is conferred upon the completion of tbi.t course.
Students are urged to enter one of the
SPECIAL COURSES·
t . individual ca.- permission to take
three regular. courses bu s:::dents who intend to study engineering
special work 18 gran~ihz.ee years a sufficient amount of work in
can thus complete m
m·
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general science to secure practically two years of advanced credit in a
good technical school. By this means the student gains t he advantage or the personal instruction and the academic atmosphere or a
literary college, with little sacrifice of time.
CONSPECTUS OF COURSES OF STUDY
Freshman Year

ALL

COURSES:

HOURS

English 1, z• .. ... . ................... . . . . ... ... . . . . . .... 3
Mathematics 1, z or 3, 4 ... . . . .. .... . . . . . . ... . ... . .. .. . . .. 3
Physical Training . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
CLASSICAL:f

Greek or Latin ...................... . ........ .. . . . . · · · · · ·
Other Foreign Language ........... . ........... . ..... . ... . 3
Chemistry 1, z or Physics 1, z ................ . ........... · •
PHILOSOPHICAL:*•

Two Foreign Languages . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Chemistry 1, z or Physics 1, z .......... . . .. . . ...... . ...... •
SCIENTIFIC:

. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. 6
3
. . · ·. · or•

Two Foreign Languages. .

~~eb~~~o:~-f~~~ Bi·o·l~~: Cb~~~t~ ~~d· P·h;si~.'
Sophomore Year

ALL COtIRSEs:

HOURS

Enrliah 3, 4
.. . ........••........ · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · l
p~~i~ ;.~~~. • • • • • • • • .. •. • . • • · · • • · • · • • · · · · • · · · .. . . .. I

B"bl

. • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • .. • . . • . • . • • • . • .. • . . • • • . .

I

CLASSICAL:

One Ancient Language .•.••...•..••
One Modern l.Alngu,...
· · •· · · • • • · • · • · . . . . . . . . 3
On
...,e ••.• ·••• · ••
El e Sci
~ ence. · •·••• · ·• ...•....•. .' •...••....••.....•.. . .. . . 3
_ _ccti_' e . • . . . • . . . . . • ....•••••.. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

(Ir:.v,:t>y ldent..1.. lbe

II o-i.

i......,. ~1n":i"'

!

.. d

eonipi.i.. 1:"C!i~und., O.Jl&rtm..,,ta or Instrudion.

l•~.Ol"OOd 1 I and 12
~ ~ be e&rtied l•o fou r 7~rw or Claaical 1.aniua,.e;
All P~l etu.S...ta en.
7e&ra, II no o..u Lencuare la
llPAce Of wtdd. UiH. ,_,.. .,,_
"°"'pl~ I Col

La

... , .. 00•

lancu~.. I~ o.. ,...,.. of Fonlp
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HOURS

PHILOSOPHI CAL:

Two Foreign Languages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
One Science •..... . • •............... . .......... . ... •. . . . . . 3
One Elective ..... ... . •. ... .... . ............. . . . ..... . . . . . 3
SclENTIFIC:

One Foreign Language . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
One Science chosen in Freshman year continued . . .... . ..... . 3
Two additional sciences . ............... . ........ . ..... .. 6
To be chosen from Biology, Chemistry, Physics nnd Mathematics.
Or the above, the choice or optional COUTllCll must be for the
entire year. No restriction is put upon the electives.
ELECTIVE COURSES OPEN TO SOPHOMORES:

Greek 1-8, 11, u
Chemistry 3-8
Latin 3-10
Biology i-.~
German 1-6
Physics 1-4
French 1-4
Mathematics 3- 12
Spanish 1-4
Italian 1-4
Portuiuese 1-4
All Electives are three-hour coUl'S08.

History 1, ::1.
Political Science r-.4 .
Economics 1, ::1.
Business, 7-10
Sociology, 11-1.f

Junior Year

Au.. COURSES:
En1tli.sh 5, 6
Hi.story 7, 8

HOURS

......................... ........ ...... .. .... 3
........................ ······ ········..... .

CLASSICAL:

6

Two Sophomore couT'IM continued . . . . • . . . • • • . • . • • • . . . • • . • • 6
Two electives ..•• · · · · • • · · · • · • • · • • · · · · • · · • • •• · • • • · · • · • · • •

PmLoSOPHICAL:

l

One Lan&U•1t9 • • • ••••• • •• u· • ·u·ed
· ....•••. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1
•.•.••••··•
One Sophomore coune con n
• . •• • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 6
Two Electives .················
SCIENTIFIC:

Two Sciences•·· · · · · · · • · •

.....••...• .. ••........•••..... 6

•••.....•..•• · · · · · · · · · · • · • 6
~ r. c...s tJoa la
1

Two Electiv• · ·• ·• ·• ·· •· •• •• . •
od p.,..se.

Ch~'·'··
• BlololY 1, ~
lM Sclcnt.ltia CO
•

I,

• aN
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ELECl'IVE COURSE OPEN TO JUNIORS:

English 9, 11, 13-:a
Greek 5-14
Latin 5- 14
German 1-10
French 1- 10
Spanish1-8
Italian 1-4
Portuguese 1-4

Chemistry 5-10
Biology 1-11
Physics 1-16
Mathematics 3-:1.2
Astronomy

Hi.story 1-6, 9, 10
Political Science 1-4
Economica 1-8
Buainesa 7-10
Sociology 11-14
Philosophy 1-4
The Bible 3• 4

All Electives are three-hour courses.
Sen.lor Year
ALL COURSES:

BOUU

Engliah 7, 8..... . . . . • • • . . . • • . • • . . • • • . . • . • • • • . . . • • . .
· I
One Junior course continued .. .. . . ... . ... . . .... · · ······ · ··· 3
Four Electives . ... . .... . ..... . . . ..•• •. •...••.. . ......•• •· u
ELECTIVE COURSES OPEN TO 8.&NIORS:

English 11-2:1.
Chemistry 5-u
Greek 5-14
Biology 1- 12
German 3-10
Ph>11ica 3-16
Latin 5-14
Mathematica 3-22
French 3-10
Astronomy
Spanish 1-8
Italian 1-6
PortUJUese 1- 4
All Elcctivee are three-hour courMS.

History 3-6, 9, 10
Political Science 1-4
Economica 1-8
Buaine11 7-10
Sociology 11-14
Philoeopby 1-4
The Bible 3, 4

Student. intending to atudy Theol<>tY T<ill be permitted to
t u Senior electivee Pbiloeopby 1 and 2 and twelve houn
of t.be work of tb Junior :year at Buley Hall.
'
P

DBPARTMENTS OF lNSl'RUCTION

•P

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
ENGLISH
PROFESSOR REEVES
AssISTANT PROFESSOR LOCKERT
Ma. HIBBITT
1,2. Written and Oral Exercises in which deficiencies are
explained and overcome. Narration, Description, Exposition and
Argumentation are studied in turn throughout the year. Class
debates and Declamation afford opportunity for speaking. For
excellence in speaking the K ing prizes are offered. Three hours a
week, required of all Freshmen. Professor Lockert and Mr. Hibbitt.

31'4· English Literature. A survey course, supplemented by
themes. Three hours a week, required of all Sophomores. Professors Reeves, Lockert, and Mr. Hibbett.

5,6. Nineteenth Century Literature. Lectures with written
exercises. Required of all Juniors. One hour a week. Professor
Lockert.
7,8. Literary Criticism and Debating. One hour a week.
Required of all Seniors. Professor Reeves.
9. Elizabethan Drama. A survey of the drama from 1580 to
1642 with Neilson's Chu/ Eliza'>ethan Dram<JlW.. as a text. . In'
· rs and Seruors ·
troductory
to Shakespeare. Elective f or J umo

Offered in 1924-25.

Professor Lockert.
.
for J un10
· rs and Senioni. Offered
Shakespeare. Elective
each year. Three hours a week. Professor Reeves.
.
Elective for Jun1on1 and
D
u. The Contemporary
rama.ed . 8 Jternate years. Not
Seniors. Three hours a week ; offer
m
given in 1924-25. Professor Reeves.
Complete text.II of each P t
.
u. Tennyaon a11d Bro1"11D~· arts explained. J:lective for
are required, and their con~:::oura a week . Prof
r Rcevl!ll.
Seniors. Offered each year·
Jlistory of the Ea&ll&h L~~ga.
8
Anglo-Saxon and thd'
in th• reading and ph1lological
I~, I'4· . l basis of En1liab i aorn nd the atandards of Modem
The histonAnca lo-Saxon lit.era~ure. far
11tudents desirlnc a certificate
0
·
study
of
It
• ed
Requillta
___... ..... ~ _ . - E g lish are ax plain .
10.

n

Odd

'
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of capacity to teach English. Three hours a week, elective for Juniors
and Seniors. Offered each year. Professor Reeves.
15. Advanced Composition. Short Story or Essay Writing,
according to choice, with study or models. Elective for Juniors
and Seniors, alternate years. Offered in 1923-24. Professor Lockert.
16. Argumentation and Debate. One debate a week is required
and a good delivery is insisted upon. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors. Professor Lockert.
17. Chaucer, Langland, and Wycllf. Fourteenth Century
Studies. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Offered each year.
Three hours a week. Professor Reeves.
18. English Romanticism.
A study of the chief concepts and
exponents or the movement. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Offered in 1923-24. Mr. Hibbitt.
19. Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama. A study or
the plays and historical background of the English stage from the
re-opening of the theaters to ·the time of Sheridan. Elective for
Juniors and Senfors. Offered in 1923-24. Mr. Hibbitt.
20. World Drama. Aeschylus to Ibsen. Typical Great
dramas and important literary movements are studied. Prorl!860r
Lockert. Offered in 1924-25.

u. Development of the English Novel. Alternate years.
Offered in 1923-24. Professor Reeves.
• 22. The Nineteenth Century Novel.
Continues English 20,
with references to French and Slavonic fiction . Offered in 1923-24.
Professor Lockert.
2
3· . Milton and hls Times. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Offered ID 1923-24. Mr. Hibbitt.

GREEK
PROFESSOR NEWHAU.

Grammar· An b . B
'
• ~is~ ook I. Optional for admission
rse. Elll('tave an other couracs.
J, 4· Anabub ll-IV· ID d
.
1
OpUonal for admi!sion ~ th•
~ lanes. Prose Composition.
0
cou.--.
ll8tltcal Course. Elective in other
1, 2.

to Cl&lllcal Cou
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S· Lyslas, or Selections from Attic Orators.
Prooo Composition Optional for the Classical Course. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.
6. Odyssey, Selections or Herodotus.
Greeks. Optional for the Classical Course.

Private liCe of the

1· Plato. Laches and Apolou. History of Greek Literature
(Proec). Optional in the Classical Course. Course s and 6 prere-

quisite.

8. Sophocles, Antigone or Oedipus Tyrannus. Aristophanes,
Cloudl or Frogs. History of Greek Literature (Poetry). Optional
in the Classical Course. Courses 5-7 prerequisite.
9· Aeschylus, Prometheus or Septem. Euripides, Alcestis or
Medea. The Greek Drama and Theatre. Elective for Juniors
and Seniors. Courses 5-8 prerequisite. Alternate years.
10. Selections from the Lyric Poets or Lucian. Greek music
met""8. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 5-8 prerequiaite.
Alternate yeara.
11. Homer in English. The entire Iliad and Odyssey, with
lectures on Homeric Life and the Homeric Question. No knowled&e
of Greek required . Alternate years. Elective for Sophomoree,
Juniora and Seniors.

n . Greek Drama In En&11sh. No knowledie of Greek required.
Elective for Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Alternate years.
Offered in 1923-24.
13 • mstory of Art. The Minor Arta, Painting and Modern
Sculpture Elective for Juniors and Seniora in all COUl'9C!I. Alternate years. Offered in 1921-23.
.
o f Art· Architecture and. Andcnt Sculpture,
14. H1story
Second semewter. Elective u IJ . Offered in 19::-13.
LATIN
PRoFESSOR

IA. • 'L..;C

1.

-A• Option.al for Freshmen.
· w of Gr m.,_. •
Llry. Revie
Prose composition. Optional

OJd

, ,.41eat.e tlrtlt
A~:a 1

·c1. Grammar.
:a. Terence, 0Ta •
for Freshmen.
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3. Pliny the Younger. Letters. Reading at sight.
for Sophomores. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite.

Optional

4. Horace. Selections from the Odes, Satires and Epistles.
Study of the poet's life and times. Optional for Sophomores. Courses 1-3 prerequisite.

5. Tacitus. Selections from the Histories or Annals. Reading
at sight. Study of the first century of the Empire. Elective for
Juniors and Seniors. Courses i-.~ prerequisite. Alternate years.
Offered in 1922-23.

6. Juvenal and Martial. Study of Roman Private Life. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate
yenl'!I.
7. Plautus and Terence. Reading at sight. Study of the history of the Roman Drama. Elective for Juniors and Seniors.
Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate years.
8. Cicero, Letters. Study of the author's life and times. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-4 prerequisite. Alternate
yean.
9,10.

semesters.
n,

12.
10,

Latin 9,
1

9-1 2

Elementary Latin.

Grammar.

Caesar, Book I. Both

Cit:sar, Cicero, Prose Composltlon. Both aemestera.
prerequisite.

31 1 4·

Vir&iJ, Aeneid, Books I-VI.
prerequisite.

Both aemesters.

Couraes

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

A. FRENCH
PROPESSOR '\VATERHOCSE
PROFESSOR '\V&ST
i, 2.
Elementary Fren h C C
•
rudimenl.8 of gr.im'llar . c d;
\re ul drill in pronunciation and
rul or synta:ii:. Con;~~~1u / 0 g. irr~..ilar verbs and the elementary
conversaUon, including dl:ta/tico in V.:riting French and in simple
JS:>-4'X> pag
of mo:lern
•on e:urciscs. The reading of from
Proee and Poetry. Professor '\Vest.

AD
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J, 4· Intermediate French. From 45cr600 pages of modern
authors are read in class and as outside work. By means of translation, both ways, the liberal use of French in the class-room, this
course should give the student ability to read French prose and
express himseU in correct French within the limits of his vocabulary.
Two hours a week. Professor Waterhouse.

7, 8. Survey of Nineteenth Century French. A general survey
or modern French literature. One novel, one play, typical short
stories, essays, and poems form the assigned reading. Open to
students who have had two years of preparatory school French.
Professor Waterhouse.
9· Conversation. French Pronunciation; Dictations; poems
and prose memoriter; assigned topics, "causeries," and discussions.
Two hours in the classroom with one hour or preparation, to count
as one hour. Three hours a week. First semester. Open toa ny
student in French . Professor Waterhouse.
10. Advanced Conversation. French 1-9 prerequisite. 3 hours.
Professor Waterhouse.

u. French Prose of the XVIII Century. Selections are studied
from Montesquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau. French 1-8 prerequisite.
Professor Waterhouse.
14. French Drama of the XIXth Century. Pla~·s of Hug~, de
Musset, Scribe, Dumas fils, Augier, Lemaitre, P?1ll~ron, Bnctu:,
Mirabeau, Lavedan, Rostand, Hervicu, Bourget, will illustrate t~e
od
dramatic treatment of social questions. Conducted m
~en~: French i-8 and u prerequisite. i 9n-1922. Professor

Waterhouse.
f th XVII and XVIII Centuries. Cor15, 16. The J:?ramaC?d II:race Polyeucte, le Menteur; Racine
neille is presented ID .Le ~ ~ Athaiie: Ioli~re in Lea Prkicmes
in Andromaque, Bntanntc 'th ope l'Avare Jc Boureeoia Gentil. .
T a rtufJe, le Misan
'
'
• ' III th Cen tu!'}•
R1d1cules,
·oc1 rVoltaire
for U:e
X\
homme, for the XV!I pe:i . wbile Reirnard, .Lesaee, Piron, l\fariwill give the student tra& y,

1
Odd nunseran""'
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vaux, Sedaine and Beaumarchais will illustrate French Comedy.
French 1-11 prerequisite. Professor Waterhouse.
B. ITALIAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR RAMIREZ
1, 2. Elementary Italian. Grammar and Easy Rending. Wilkins's Firstltalian Book; L'Italia;Di Amicis's Cuore;Farina's Fra le
Corde d'un Contrabasso; selections from Carducci; Ricci's Cento
migliori liriche della lingua italiana or the Oxford Book of Italian
Verae. Il Risorgimento and Giacosa: Tristi Amori. French i-.~ or
Spanish 1-2 prerequisite.

3, 4. Survey of XIXth Century Italian. A general survey of
modern Italian literature. Typical short stories, one novel, one
play, essays and poems form the assigned reading. Open to students
who have bad Italian 1, 2.

s, 6. Inferno, Paradiso, and Purgatorb of Dante's Divine
Comedy. La Vita Nuova. Italian i-.1. prerequisite. 1915-16.
C. SPANISH
PROFESSOR MANNING
AssISTANT PROFESSOR RAMIREZ
t, 2. Elementary Spanish. Grammar and Easy Reading. Hills
and Ford, First Spanish Cour.>e; Valera's El PAjaro Verde; Alaroon's
Novelu Cortaa; Hill's Spanish Tales for Beginners; selections from
~f.'*??ero Romanos; Quintana's La Vida de
de Balboa;
amon a.nd Aza's Zara&ileta. Writing Spanish from dictation.
~onverut1on1. It is deairable that all who elect this counie shall
a:~• ~taLatlnp and, if possible, French 1-4. Professor Manning
nt. ro!.aor Ramirez.
3, 4· Intermediate SpanJ&b n~ ·
Loe Quintero Don
.
· . .n.evtew of grammar. Composition.
Storia; Bl..do lb'~ Clarine.; Hilla and Reinhardt, Spanish Short
anez,
La
Barraca·
•
Dona Pl!l'f""ta· Ecb
• Val era, p ep1' ta J'un~nez·' Galdos
~•
(lgaray l\f r
1-2 pre:requlalte.
Pror
' • a 1;Anela, El Gran Galeoto. Spanish'
r lannmg.
5, 6· Sp.aaiab. Literature
.
C~ntwiu. Moratin, El Si d or the ·-B'•"t
•.,.. een th and Nineteenth
llilla and Morley: aninea d ~aa Ninaa; .Mo~ern ~panish Lyrics,
Roaa, La ConJu.racion de Venecia·

Nunez

OU., ... lta&ed.
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Mesonero Romanos; Hartzenbusch, Los Amantes de Teruel;
Eapronceda, El Eatudiante de Salamanca; Tamayo y Baus, Un Drama
Nuevo. Spanish 1-4 prerequisite. 19:3-24 Professor Manning.
7, 8. Spanish Literature of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth
Centuries. Cervantes; Lope de Vega, Calderon. Spanish 1-6 prerequisite. 1921-23 . Professor Manning.
9,10. Spanish Conversation. Spanish 1-4 prerequisite.
hours a week. 1924-25. Assistant Professor Ramirez.

D.

Three

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
PROFESSOR VlATERUOUSE

1 ,1. Rousseau and the Romantic revolt. A detailed atudy of
Rousseau's life and writinga and the part that both played in the
overthrow or neo-dasaicism Lectures, reading and reports. French
1-8 and German 1-4 preroquisite. Three hours. 1924-25.

3,4. The Realistic novel in Europe. A comparative atudy of
the realistic novel in France, Germany, Russia Rnd England. Reading of standard ~:orks by Balzac, Flaubert, Sudermann, Tolstoy,
Tur&enieff, Dostoevsky, Couperus, Bennett. Lectures, reading and
reports. Three houn a week. Fnmch 1-8 and German 1-4 prerequisite. 1925-26.
GERMAN
PROFESSOR WEST
1 J Elementary German. Pronunciation,
entiala of pmmar
with 'co.n.atant drill in fonna, simple prose composition and pr:~ti:o!i"
speaking German; e.uy German pr<>f'e and paet.ry selected fr
..
ern authors, with at le:ist one complete longer story.
d Poetry Review of pmmar
~ prose composition
3 , 4 . Nineteenth Century Prose an d
and a systematic study of syntax; mo~~
I
than 300 papl ol
and practice in speaking Gcnnan;
n~ora
modern German select.ed from stan ar au
•
The l'f and
1
th c turf Literature.
•
5 , 6. Studies In ~igbteen 8 C::wry ,.ill be •tudied. with audi
works of the great .,ntera or:contemporaries as may be JITactlcabJe.
consideration of tbei: ~Imes an
Courses 1- 4 prerequunte.
tla c;.ntVJ Llteratve· Sub)eeta
LD Nl11etee11
,
8.
Studies
,
...
prereciu
te
7
treated .. in 5, 6. eourscs
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9, IO. Hiato.ry of German Literature. A study of the development of German Literature and reading of selections from represent•·
tive authol'I of the m ost importan t periods. Hentschel, Hey and
Lyon, H andbucb zur EinfUhrung in die deutsche Litteratur together
with collateral reading. Courses 1-4 prerequisite.

u,u. Sclentitlc German. Material selected from the vari~ua

lcl~cea. T he object of the course is to give the student a pra~~cal
readmr knowledge of technical German. Courses 1-4 prerequwte.
. Counes 1-4 are riven each year. Of courses 5-12, one or more
•ill be riven each year aa determined by the number of studenta
electing the work.
'
CHEMISTRY
ACJ'lNG PROFESSOR SNOW
AsslsrAN'T

PROFESSOR

LoRD

IA. General Inorgaruc Chemistry. The work is a descriptive
study of the common materials, and includes fifty laboratory periods
of at least two hours each, besides recitations and personal confer·
ences. Freshmen, a lternative with Physics I or Biology I. Four
h ours credit.
. The labora tory work is based on Holmes' Manual, the recita·
tt?ns and conferences are adap ted to the work actually being done,
with 88llgned readings in several text-books.
cha •B~ The aarne course as outlined above, with the details
iau;~ somewhat for student.a presenting entrance credits in chem·

Peri~ 0 ;nerat Inorganic Cheat1$try (Continued). Fifty JaboratoTY
88 abo:: ~ least two houna each, with recitations and conferences
Properly 8 t_ed. Extra laboratory periods are arranged for those
of the abquahtled. (See Course 5.) This course is a continuation
attention
{~om the same descriptive point of view. Especial

:vo

their Propert~n to the useful metals and alloys, their manufacture,
on the de~~ and the Product.a they yield. Some work is also done
credit.
ion or analysis of simple compounds. Four hours'
J . Developinent
Cheznlstry). A atud Of Modern Chemical Principles (Physical
~el~ped during then:e~ the moat important chemical theories deas19 of chemistry, Ab nth century, nnd the reasons for the present
All coura..
out equal attention is given to general in·
Ulr.. hour.

Un]

-

oth..-.n. •tated.
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organic theory and the rise of modem physical chemistry. Lectures
and recitations with parallel reading. Prerequisite to Medical
Scl_iool Entr_nce. Tb.is may be taken as Sophomore acience requirement or in preparation for more advanced laboratory work.
3 houra credit. Professor L<ird .
. 4· Organic Chemistry. A classroom course giving an outline
Vlew or descriptive study of the most important compounds of carbon. This course is necessary to those looking forward to the study
of medicine, and may be taken immediately after Course i, if desired.
3 houra credit.
~boratory work in the preparation of Organic Compounds
not included in this course but Course 7 may be taken as a separate
cou.rae at the same time or subsequently.

.

18

S· Preparation of Inorganic Compounds. A laboratory course
open only to those who have made a good record in Course 2 .. ~be
student prepares a selected list of materials studied in the descriptive
courses. 3 or more hours according to registration .
6. Advanced Qualitative Analysis.

A thorough laborato~

:e

co~ in qua~tative analysis devoted . to a stu?Y of the .~
chemical reactions, as applied to analytical chem1Stry · Th15 ls C _
followed by a short descriptive study of Min- rals and Crysta :n
cl~ding some of the methods of blowpipe analysis, of_ ~he ~~:ore
mmerals and ores) . Prerequisite; Courses 1-3. Credit. 3
hours according to registration.
A laboratory course
7. Preparation of Organic Compoun~s.
te ·aia that have
in which the student prepares a selected hat of_ ~a "r
more hours
0
been or are being studied in Course 4. Credit. 3
according to registration.
tal bemFundamen
c
8. Chemistry in its Relation to Inclua~d red from the enercY
1181
ical and metallurgical industries w~ be c~ n eonlY to Jun~ors and
engineering and economic atandp~mt.
reports. (Credit hours
Seniors. Lectures, collateral readinlt· Lo d
.
·
t) . Professor
r · tltative Analysis) • A
according
to ass1gnmen
torJ V{orJr. (Quan
.
d Seniors.
9,10. Advanced Labora
open only to .Ju";1ors~atysis, voltwo semester \aborato~ cO~oted to Quantitative
The first 160 hours will be
_.i.
_...-.r·eveDD'1
1
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umetric and gravimetric. The remaining hours will be devoted to
quantitative physico-chemical determinations; and elementary food
and water analysis. The work is individual under the personal
supervision of the instructor and may be taken for 3 or more credit
hours per semester according to registration.
II. Advanced Organic Chemistry. A lecture course. Systematic Organic Chemistry is reviewed and the theories of the more
important organic reactions are developed. 3 hours credit.

u. Advanced Physical Chemistry. The more important
principles of Physical Chemistry, the pr~ure volume relation of
gases, solutions, elements of thermochemistry, the phase rule, the
mass action law, the effect of temperature on chemical equilibria,
and the energy change of chemical reactions are illustrated and
emphasized by numerous problems. 3 hours credit.
13. History of Chemistry. Rise and development of the
chemical theories from the period of the doctrine of phlogiston to
the end of the 19th century. 3 hours credit.
1 S·
Physical Geology. The general principles of geology,
dynamic, structural and historic, with occassional reference to the
economic importance and formation of mineral deposits. Prof. Lord.
Excursions are taken from time to time to illustrate the topics
studied. 3 credit hours.
NOTE:-Couraes 1-4 are given each year. Only a portion of
course~ 5-14 ~re offered in any year and the consent of the department is required before reristration.

BIOLOGY
PROFESSOR WALl'ON

The counes in tba department are not only d igned for the
&eneral student, but al.so furnish special tra. .
f
tud
upect to atudy medicine.
ming or s
ents who
I, .i. General Blolo17. Thia ia intended
.
.
IMlhaequent cou'- as v.ell as ( th
as an introduction to
8
aunrey of the IMlbject to thoee .~~de :ur~ of Presentin& a general
of Diol0gy. It consist. of lettura n ~·. ng to take only one year
on eelec.ted types ol Ol'(anisms and' oreota~o113 and laboratory work
r lant life of a special nature T r n vanoua Phases of animal and
f ta t.ions
•
·
op
such th
as the
• · and manio f Iife, tbci cell and tbe
- ,1C8
tbeo
. ?~lln
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e
md1vidual
heredit-.r
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variation, aelection, genetics and especially mendelian phenomena,
are carefully considered in the lectures. During the latter part of
th~ course ~he field of applied biolollY is reviewed, principles of aani~:~: hyjpene and preventive medicine beinz given particular emTbe work is supplemented by occasional field excursions. Two
laboratory periods of two and one-half hours each and one hour
lecture a week.
J, 4· Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrates. Lectures, recitations and laboratory work on vertebrates from Amphioxua to Man,
with particular attention to comparisons of the skeletal 1yatem, the
nervous l}"Stem, the circulatory eystem, etc. Text-book, Pratt,
Vertebrate Zoology. Five hour1' laboratory and one hour lecture a
week. Elective for Sophomorce, Juniors and Senion. CoUl'leS 1-2
prerequisite.

5, 6. Histology a.nd Microtechnique. This coUTl8 i.s arranzed
primarily for 1tudenta intendini to enter medical 1chool. Permanent
preparations are made of organs and tissues which have been previously dissected, fixed and placed in alcohol or imbedded in paraffine
Particular attention is paid to the f.Jn ctiona of the.various croul'.9
cells. The theory of the micr08cope and methods in mlcro~h_mqu
eectionino staining etc. are carefu!Jy considered at the beglnninc 0 1
••
'
'
1 t
a ._. k
the coune. Five hours laboratory and one hour ac uro
·
Elective for Sophomor•, Juniore and Senion. Coul"MI 1- 2 pre~
qui.site.
ecltatl 0 ns and laborntoTY work
7, 8. Embryology. Lectur • r
t r animals from the
based on a general study of the developm~~ in the adult. Par·
formation of the ~ to the attainment of 1.ro tht! early part of the
ticular attention is civen to eytol~ du~n~ns
from
course. A series of in toto P parat~;i:,;n ch .wdcnt to be
In
the early stages of the chick are rna I ·rn or H " • ftefcreiice
11UbseQuent study. TextboOk: l e ui;;v bOUJ'lll'I labont.orY·
booka: Minot, IIertwig~o~~~
Junlon and
ton. Coutw8
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week. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Courses 1-6 prerequisite.
Alternate years.
u u. Advanced Biology. Special laboratory work arranged
with ;e!erence to the individual needs of students wishing to devote
a maximum amount of time to the study of Biology. Courses 1- 1
prerequisite.
PHYSICS
PROFESSOR JOHNSON
AssISTANT PROFESSOR LoRD

A. Elementary Physics. A first course in general physics
combining a review of high school physics with a lecture and laboratory course designed to bridge the gap between the ordinary high
school course and General College Physics, 1 and i. This coune
should be or interest to the aV"erage student who may not be specializing in science, for it is descriptive and experimental rather than
mathematical. It may also be taken to satisfy the entrance requirements for Physics 1 and i. No previous work in physics nor
in mathematics beyond algebra and geometry is required. For
those who have not presented high school phygics for entrance to
college, the work will be somewhat modified. T hree cl888 hours and
one laboratory period each week. Four hours credit . Second eemester only.
1, i.
General Phyalca. A course in college physics !ollowini
Physics A. and entering more into the theory of physical phenomena
and the relation between theory and experiment than is J>OS.'ible in
the elementary cour&e. The accompanying laboratory work is purely
quantitative. Three experimental lectures a week and at least
fifty hoUJ'll of laboratory work each semester. Open to all students
who have had high achoo! physics or Physics A and who have bad or
are taking Mathematica 1 and 2. Prerequisite !or medicine engineerin1 and other technical COIU'lel. Four hours credit.
'

Nom:--Ol the co~ listed below, only a part are offered
each year, aa indicated by the accompanying dates. They are
alao 80 arranged that the advanced laboratory and theoretical
COUl'Mll may be taken in conjunction advantageously in which
caee .U boura credit WJ1J be given, e .r., aa follov;a;
'
Cou
J with course 7
Cou!'MI s with course 11
_ __
Coul'M •with courae io
Courae 6 with coune u
AD _ , _ W... ._.. u •
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~OU1'8e8 3, • · 5 and 6 are primarily laboratory courses. Each
conaista of three laboratory periods a week, of at least two hours
each. Occasionally a lecture may be substituted for one of these
periods. Prerequisites: Physics 1 and 1, and Mathematica 1 and 1.
All students planning to study medicine or en&ineerinit should
elect at least one of these three hour laboratory coUJ11eB in addition
to General Physics 1 and 2.
3· Experimental Mechanica.

1924-25.

• · Heat. A laboratory study of heat effects, chanitcs in volume,
thermometry, calorimetry, transfer of heat.-enel'ltY, the mechanical
equivalent of heat, etc. 192..-25.

s. Sound and Light. An experimental study of vibratinit
bodies and wave motion in various media, reflection, refraction, diapenion, color sensation, and polarization, 1923-14.
6. Electrical Measurements. Fundamental electrical unita,
measurements of resistance, current, electro-motive force, quantity,
capacity, self- and mutual-induction. 1923-24.
Nora:-CoW'leS 7, 8, 1o, u and u are lecture and problem
courses with collateral readinit. Open to those who have had
Physics 1 and 2, and who have had or are takinit Mathematica
3 and•·
7, 8. Theoretical Mechanic•. An elementary coune In analy·
tical mechanics. 1924-15.
9 . P hotometrical Meaaurements. A laborato'! study of liibt
sources and their use in illumination. Pbotomctnc taita of cotlm·
. hrbtmit
.
. umta,
. m
. cl u d'101 ras lam""'
merc1al
...... and direct and alterna n1
current arc and incandeacent lampe. 1924· 2S·

10 • Theory of Beat. An analytical stu:Y~! ~:.:i~ec:~e:~
tran!lferenc<'!' method• of heat meaaul' me~ '
•
1924 15
Gaaes and the thermodynamics of heat. engin
'
•
f LI ht. A atudy of the uncle:lylng prlndples of
11.
Theory o
I
.
.1
4
Geometrical and Physical OpUc:s. r 9 :a3
tl
Elct1.roatat.lca.
tri .
ud Nacne sm.
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lectures and one laboratory period a week. Prerequisite: Physics 6
or 12. 1923-24.
15. The Rise of Physical Science. A course or lectures on the
leading natural philosophers and physicists and their work down to
the Seventeenth Century. Supplemented with reports on collateral
reading. Open to those who bave bad Physics 1 and 2.
16. History of Modern Physics. From tbe beginning of the
Seventeenth Century down to the present time.
17. Electron Theory. An advanced course on electrolytic conduction, conduction of electricity through gases, and radioactivity.
Lectures and reports on collateral reading. Prerequisite: Physics
11 and 12, and Mathematics 5 and 6.
MATHEMATICS AND CIVIL ENGINEERING
PROFE~OR ALLEN

AsSISTANT PROFESSOR DENSTON
i, 2 .
Elementary Mathematical Analysis. This course covering
the plotting and discussion of simple functions, plane trigonometry, elementary analytic geometry and calculus, is required o!
all Freshmen.

3, 4· Calculus.
prerequisite.

Text, The Calculus, Davis.

Courses

1

and

2

5, 6. Calculus and Differential Equations, Analytic Geometry.
This course is designed for students of Engineering. Offered 1924-25.
7, 8. Modern Geometry. Texts, Cremona and Reye, supplemented by lectures. Offered 19l5-26.
Alternate years; Offered 19 24-.i .
5
II, ~2. Plane S';'"eYin(. Text, Raymond
Also Topographic
and Railroad Surveying. Given in 1923-1 4.
I~ . Field Work in Surveyin(. Courses 11 and 12 continued and
appbed to concrete problems. Three hundred hours of ffi
d
field work elven in the six v. ks followine Commencement~ ce an
10.

Descriptive Astronomy.

• 15,16. De ~ptive Geometry, and Drawing. Text D
·
t1ve Geometry, with Shades and aladolll'S and pen
ti.' C escnpCounics 1 and 2 preroquisit . Offered
_:~.
IK'C \:e,
hurch.

1924

All_,,_ IJotee ....... - - oti..r..u. -i.J.
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t7, i8. Elementary Mech1tnical Drawing. Seven and one-hair
oura 8 week ,3 hours' credit.) Offered 19 24- 25 .

i9,:ao. Statistical Mathematics. Courses 1 and 2 prerequisite.
Offered 1924-2 5
. :ar,~:a. ~•thematics of Investment.
site. Given m 1923 • 24 .
inr

Courses 1 and 2 prerequi-

:a3,:a4. History of Mathematics. Lectures and collateral readCou~ 1 and 2 prerequisite. Offered 1924-25.
:as. Analytic Geometry. Offered 1924-15.
IDSTORY
PROFESSOR CAHALL

t,:a. MedLval and Modern European History. The period of
history covered extends from the Decline or the Homan Empire and
the Great Migrations to the antecedents of the French Revolution .
In addition to the uaual emphaais upon religious, political and industrial institutions, much attention ia given to the RPnaisunce and
the Refonnation. The course ia conducted by means of lectures,
recitations, essays, maps, plctunl8, etc. Electlv for Fn:shmen, Sophomores and Juniors.
3. The French Revolution and Napoleon. A lecture course o~
the antecedent. and counic or the French Revolution and It.a elJ'cc.
upon Euro~ the riae of Napoleon, the military history or the t.ime
'
.
•
t'ion cou:"Btl
and the Treaty
of Vienna.
A continua
• for atudenta
of lliatory 1 . Open to Sophomores, Junlon1 and Senion
d recitation counK! on the
4. Europe Since 1815. Lecture on
movcm nt.a of the
1
1
airnlficant political, induatrial and ~· t~::' War it.a chi ff turca
Nineteenth Century, the setting of t~c or Juniors and Seniors
and the outcome. Elective for Sop omorcs.
' Th c<JUT8(1
C
titutlonal Hist TY•
5,6. En&li&h Le1al and on:Und required by most reput.ablP
ia doai1ned to furnish the back&t:OUrwc but Y. itb ttporlll on collataal
Jaw schools. I'rimarll.Y 1 tuf'rom the test. Adams. E'
Con·
.
d •th rccitalionB
rcadmi an wt
the stud tB
11tltutional History. by
JJl•tor7·
8 Asneric&A PoUllcal
Oi
tttrJ' to
7, •
lddl of th E~h
from the rn
~..n Odd"""'- ltoll ~

-
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1tructfon period in 1876. Outside readinf and the private Investi·
gation of assigned subjects form a large part of the coune. MacDonald's collection of documents is used extensively. Required or
Juniors. President Peirce.
9, 10. Intellectual History of Europe. An historical survey of
thought and opinion from remote times to the present. Much attention is given to the historical setting or such thinkers as Plato,
Aristotle, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, Dante, Petrarch,
Montaigne, and others. Lectures, reports, and special studies.
Alternate years. Offered in 1924-25.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR CAHALL

American Government. A study of the national government
and of sufficient political theory and constitutional law to understand
It. Lectures, recitations and reports on text work and collateral read·
ing. Offered each year.
:i. State and Municipal Government.
A study or our State
governments with special attention to that of Ohio; like\\ise, or the
variou.s types of city government, and of the problems or city ad·
ministration. Le::turc.., re«itations, and quizze3. Offered each year.
J, 4· The Government and Politics of Europe. The course aims
to show the historical background of the existing governments or
Europe, to examine their political principles and observe their actual
operation Lectures, recitations, and reports upon current European
problems Elective for Sophomoree, Junior1 and Seniors.
6. International Law. A study of the orifin and irowth of the
law or nations, of the movementl for p ac•, and of the efiecta of the
Great War upon international law. Political Science I or the equivalent prerequisite.
1.

ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY

Economics
PaorasoR GREE."
As5ISTAST PRon:saoa w ALTER

r, 1. Principles of Economics. An introducto
• .
fundamental pr(ncipl or UJ sci DCC. A
,ry course ID toe
ce."lt attitude toward economic prob!~ =~•on for ao intelliona, lectures, di•
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c1111ions. Elective for Sophomores, Juniora and Senion. This
course must be taken as a whole in order to receive credit in either
part. Prorl!880r Green.
3· Money and Banking. The theory of money a nd credit.
The monetary systems of the world; the present banking systems or
the United States and other countries and international exchange.
Text book and collateral reading, the preparation or an essay embodyini the results or an Intensive study of some relevant problem. Prerequisite Courses 1 and 2. Elective for Juniors and
Seniors. Profeaa:>r Green.
4· Labor Conditions. A study of the industrial group in its
physical, economic, social and cultural relations. This course includes a treatment or immiiration, unemployment, theory of wages,
trade unionism, and socialism. Prerequisite Courses 1 and 2. Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Profess:ir Green.
5. Comblnations and Private Finance. A survey of the lepl,
financial and social problems arisini from modern industrial oriianization. Methods of promotini and financini corporations are dis·
cussed aa well aa the problems of monopoly. Prcrequi.•ite Courtee
1 and 2.
Elective for Juniors and Seniors. Prd•ll'> r Walter.

6. Public Finance. A study of the rise of the ecience of.finance
and a critical analyais of the theory and practice underlying our
system of taxation and the manaiement of public revenue and
. . Courses 1 an d 2. Elective for Junlo1'11
expenditure. Prerequ1B1te
and Seniors. Profeuor Walter.
. rod tory descriptive and
15. Economic SurTey.
An mt . u.c
D i ed mpeclally
analytic study of our oriianizrd economJc hfed
r Walter.
for Freshmen u a preparation for CoUJ'MS ' an i .
•
A study of tho development
16. American Econo?11c History. .
fcatuTtlll and far reach!or
1
of American industrial hfe; the leadinth
·---'on of transportation
"tat and
• ex~·
ef!'ecta of the vowth 0 f capi
rof.-or Walter.
facilities Open to all clUMI· p
ad Commerdal La•
Elementary a

r!:

JUDGI: MABVI
ne given by the

•--•-'on and I~
7, 8 • Inatruction in th!a
claPcO\ld.,..._
book, IUu.tra~v•. ~·f 1.aW In pnera}: eonua
elemantarY pnnCJPi. o
: •- .-a~
- -·-1~i.a,.t~
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and duties growing out of the several kinds or contracts, especial
attention being given to bills or exchange, promis,,ory notes and ~
negotiable instruments; arency, partnerships, corporatlona, bailments, common carriers, guaranty and suretyship11, landl~rd and
tenant, leases, sales or both personal and real property, wilil and
the administration of estates. The instructor has had lone e.~per
ie:ice in the Courts, having bct'n on the bench in Ohio a quarter ol a
century, eirhteen years of which time he was a Judie of the Appellate
Court.
The course is of value to thoee who are to enpce in buainlWI of
any sort, u well as to thoee who contemplate the study of law as a
profession. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
Business
AssISTANT PROFESSOR WALTER

9. Business Orcaniution. A atudy of modern business manapment from the point of view of commercial and socul efficiency. The
cour$e tr.ke3 up !'!Uch questions as the location, plannin& &nd lay~t
of indu!tri. I establi~hmenbl; S<"ientitic management aa applied to
purchn c, 11ale, employment, and factory manaremcnt in general, the
prin<'irlea of office organization, sales and credit orpnisation, v.-a1e
systems and welfare work. Open to all classes.
10.
SaJeaman1hJp, Correspondence and Ad•ertlsinf. The
principles of acientillc ctfkiency U<"ertained in Course 9 are applied
to epedtlc prohlema in markeUn1. The psychology of aaleamanship,
the priodpl of elf~tive lett<>r wriUnr and adverUsinr are studied
w!tb M?fenmcc t.o busfn
ai
aod IOdaJ v.· fare. Prerequfalte
Course 9 . Open to nil classes.

18.

Prl.ndplea of Accouutlq.

While technical in method UU.

~ •hm at the lnterprntation or aocounta rather than at the
0
~n~;fcw ~t=~~~';:· ~~inl~ la civ n in tho fundamental
•h ta and opcniU•u• eta•~ •- ud10ng tho intcTprotaUon of balance
..,•...,n...
P<!1l to all c
Sodotoa
Pao
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poverty a nd crime; social regulation or the distribution or wealth;
the law, religion and public opinion as means of social control. Prerequisite courses 1 and 2.
I<f. Philanthropy. Studies in the nature, origin and relief of
dependent, defective and delinquent classes. T his course may serve
as an introduction to scientific training for social work, but ia designed
rather as such a survey of social pathology as is needed by a public
spirited citizen for guidance in his relations to the unfortunate
and the agencies for social betterment. Prerequisite couraes 1 and :z .
MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY
PRESIDENT PEIRCE
Ass!STANT PROFESSOR RIGG

A.

PHILOSOPHY

Lope. The course covers the uaual work in deductive and
inductive Logic. The operations of deductive Logic are nlustrated
by means of the Singer-Smith symbolism. OJ n to Sophomores,
Juniors, and Seniors.
r.

:J.
Ethics. An introductory survey of moral judrmenta.
Open to Sophomores, Juniora, and Scnlora.

J '4 History of Philosophy. The ancient and mcd~=v~I
periods are covered in the first mes~r. and the modem JlC!
in
the second. Open to Sophomores, Junlora, lllld Seniors.
0

5 • Aesthetics. The course will present a sun ey~~ ~ :::~:::
theories or the beautiful as _dclineabtned ipbn ~~ r~~:cr ~ tcd1n~.
The viewpoint of the course wtll be P oso
Open to Sophomores, Juniors. and Seniors.
r
•
An examination Into the b
o
6. Philosophy of Relicaon.
f the principal rcll:ions ol the
religion together with some acc;~~ 1:., nnd ~Ion
1
world. Open to Sophomore!!. dy ol Plato bued on th!! l"!!Adu:
7• Plato. _An int~Mi~tion. Open to.Juniors. and n
of the Dialogues 10 English
JdcalWll. Pragmatim>, '!!0-lkal
11111
s. Contemporary S~t~n
Open to Ju
and
.
and the philos<>PhY
__.
l.Stn,
.....
.,...a 1...su.at• a..i _.-.
OJd
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B. P SYCHOLOGY
1,:i. General Psychology. An introductory coune cov~rint!
the entire field. A considerable amount of laboratory work will
required. Students intending to apply for a state certificate 1hould
take this course in their Sophomore year. Open to Sophomora,
Juniors, and Seniors.

3. Social Psychology. A study of Psychology princi~les u
they affect group life. Some applications of Psychology ~ll also
be considered. Prerequisite, Psychology 1,2. Open to Jun1or1 and
Seniors.
4. Comparative Psychology. A comparative study of men an~
animals with regard to their instincts, their ability to learn, and their
power to reason. Prerequisite, Psychology 1,2. Open to Juniors
and Seniors.

C.

EDUCATION

1.
History of Education. A study of the chief educational s;·•
terns of the world with especial emphasis on the development of the
laat century. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
:i. Principles of Teachinr.
A study of the purpo1e5 and problems of the educative procou. Prerequisite, PsycholO(O' 1,2. Open
to Juniors and Seniora.

3,4. This course is divided into three periods of twelve weeks
each. During the first period the work will be Educational Psychology. During the second period the courwe will be one in Special
Method.a dealing with the teaching of high school subjects. The
lut portion of the) ear will be (iven to the s tudy of School Administration and Management. Prerequisite, Psychology 1,2. Open to
Junio111 and Seniors.
5· Measurementa. A s tudy of intelligence tests, educational
te.ta, and character tests. Consideration will be (iven to the application of the r~.uha t~ the treatm<>nt of subnormal children, to general
school adm1ni.trat1on, anrl to vocational guidance. Prerequisite,
PgycholO(O' 1,2. Open to Junlora and Seniora.
6
k · • fb•~atlofn
Teachinr and Practice Teachinf. The
worchl.,, ,co h tclo
tsThto condary BcliooJ cl
and of actual
U!a
ni o sue
.
will be also con/e
d
Since th work fs lndiridual, It may be ~-- n durf retnhc ti an reporta,
.........
nr e rat Mm•ter.

1
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Education S,4 It a prerequisite, or must be carried simultaneously.
Open to Junlon and Senion.
11. The Teaching of English in Secondary Schools. A two
hour COUl'le for prospective teachera. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
Professor Reeves.

NOTE: The Ohio statues require candidates for high school
certificates to present 24 semester hours or professional training as
follows:
Psychology 3 hours.
Educational Psychology 2 hours.
History or Education 3 hours.
Special Methods 2 hours.
Principles or Teaching 3 hours.
School Administration and ManObservation or Teaching and
agement 2 hours.
Practice Teaching 3 hours.
The remaining 6 hours may be selected from Psychology 2, Economics
6, Philosophy 2, one three-hour course in Sociology; and any
additional courses in Education.

The candidate must also have a major of 18 hours and a minor
or 10 hours. These msjors and minors pruuppose high school work
in the subjects selected, which in English must be three years wo~k,
in IAtin, 4; in other languaies, 2; In social science, 1; in mathematics,
2; in physical acience, 1.
The candidate must be the bolder or a devee.
THE BIBLE
PROFESSOR 0RVILLB

E . WATSON, of Bexley Hall

t iJI eiven a rood deal
1t d
u etbn book.a of th• Bible,
1 , I.ntroductlon to the Bible. T~~
.
.
rdin the compos1t1on of e
of information reia
r
1 ·rciam tranalatlona, etc.
their transmission, the canon, tex~11 b'~~ of 'the Ilebre• people
In the latter part or the aeme1ter t e ~eek Required of Sophia studied in outline. One hour a ,..
.

omore1.
b made t.o p,....nt t.o the
:a Th• Life of Our Lord. An ·~~i. character, Id.ab and ...-ork.
• ta clear picture of the Maa~ri. t.he baala of tbia .iudy. One
1 tud en
. to ct 1ar..
The Goepel accordin!ci of Sophomo,....
hour a week. Re<iU
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PHYSICAL TRAINING
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR W IPER

The required gymnasium work for Sophomores and Freshmen
emphasizes directed indoor athletics. Instead or military drill
club-swinging, squad exercises, etc., the sectiona play basket-ball,
indoor baseball, and volley ball. Any man not physically able to
participate in these competitive sports is given special work to help
correct his disability. In the spring, when weather permits, outdoor
athletics are substituted.
This work is requfred of all Sophomores and Freshmen twice a
a week from December to April and is also open to any Junior or
Senior who elects it.
LECTURES TO FRESHMEN
During the first two or three months in the college year weekly
lectures are given to new students by the President or the Coll!!ie.
The main problems of College lire and work are discussed with an
~position of the rules of the College relating to students. Five or
But lectures on the history of Kenyon College terminate the coune.

GENERAL

INFORMATION

GENERAL INFORMATION
Registration
By action of the Board or Trustees the number or atudenta
reiiularly in residence ia limited to approximately 250. Candidates
l?r admission will find it to their interest to make preliminary application as early as possible. The proper blanks for this purpose can be
1eeured from the President'• office.
Before assignment to cluaee is made new atudenta pay an
en.trance or registration foe or $5.00. Returning students who have
!ailed to register their choice of studies before the close of the preceding year pay for late registration a ree or $2.00.
Matriculation
Each student on en~ College is asaiJned to a member of the
Faculty who acts as his special adviser in all matters pertaining to
hia College work and life.

A atudent is admitted to matriculation when be bu suatained a
aatislactory probation, u described on page 35. Matriculation
gives accredited membership in the Institution, entitl• the student
to an honorable diamiaal and i.a emential to hia obtalninr a dec-ree.
The public exercise of matriculation occura shortly after the Thanbgiving receea. Each atudent then aip.a the followinr oblipt!on:
We, the subscribers, underrraduatea. of ~enYOn ~=
being now admitted to the rite of matriculat.ion, do P
each for him.sell:
th la,,... a11d
1 . That we will faithfulJy obeerve a_ndti:~cta :, the ~
~ationa of the College, and all authont.11 tad ,.-ttb the Collese:
dent and Faculty, ao lonr u ,,.. are c0n:;1 occasfona - will P'"
and as far as may be in our po'lllier,.°::i pre«Pt to Induce othen
the influence of our rood example
in like circumstancell to do the ~ - YIU nadfll' to her
>.. faithlul IQil8 of KcnYOD nd on all
due
~. Alma Mater, at all t.l~ her -1fatW b)' an proper
as our
• ·ns to JU""•··:-- all
t ma.>' tend
and reverenoe, atri~ carafulb' frort1
u a
Tl of

means, and ·~~~'!,
to impair her lD

Jearnln•·
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Baccalaureate Degrees
The degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Philosophy and
Bachelor of Science are conferred upon the completion of the classical
philosophical, and scientific courses respectively.
Honors
The annual catalogue prints (p .84) a list of the stude nts wh:> have
won honors in scholarship during the preceding year.
Final Honors at graduation are conferred in the order of rank
upon students whose a verage grade for the entire course is 1 ~ or
higher. The names of honor men are announced at the Commencement exercises and are printed in the annual catalogue.
Students are graded in all subjects on the scale of 5, 1 standing
for the highest rank or excellent work. A grade of 3 is required
for passing. When the average of all marks for the college course
yields a result of 1 ~ or less, gr:iduation honors are awarded .
The Phl Beta Kappa Society
At ninety-nine American colleges and universities chapters of
the Phi Beta Kappa Society are at present established. The society
waa organized to encourage and to recognize excellence in scholarship,
and high standing is an essential condition for admission. The
fraternity established the Beta Chapter of Ohio at Kenyon College
in 1 858. Undergraduates may be elected at the end of the Junior
and of the Senior yPar.
The Degree of Muter of Arts

Graduates of Kenyon College, or of some otber institution of
~ual atandin;r. PUl"llling non-technical or non-professional courses
: :Yf accredited inatitution of learning, may be admitted a.s candia h or dt~e dearee of Muter of Arte by voteoftheCollegeFaculty.
Ea
c can 1data ia uai ed
h
.
Colle&e or Se 1
gn
to t o oversight of some member of the
The work co~~ raculty, u the director and judge of his work.
t.be work compriMd 1~ t:~ of graduate 1tudy closely related to
lent in amount to lhe •tud' rrlculum of Kenyon College and equivaweek, and also lncludea t~:' of a f~ college year of fifteen hours per
embodying the reaulta of th:mpletion and presentation of a thesis
not later than lay 15 , and rn:rk. This thesia must be presented
two otb mmnben of Lhe FacuJt~.be approved by the Director and
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The fee charged for the Master's degree is $i5.oo, of which
$io.oo must be paid on admission a.s candidate and $5.00 accompanying transmission of the thesis.
This degree may be also conferred honoria caiua upon men of
good attainments in literature, science, history or philosophy,
who submit t heses or essays or published works indicative of
such attainments.
Further, this degree may be conferred on graduates of Bexley
Rall who are graduates of Kenyon College or of some other institution of equal standinr, who fulfill the requirementa regarding the thesis as stated above and accompany the transmission
of the same with the payment of the fee of $s.oo.
Hoods
The American intercollegiate mtem of academic costume bu
been adopted. For the Bachelor'• degree the hood is black in color
and not e.z:ceeding three feet in length. It ls of the same material
as the gown and lined with mauve ailk, the College color. The binding or edging, not more than aix inchea in width, ii distinctive of the
faculty to which the degree pertain1, aa follows: Art.a, White; Theology
scarlet; Law, purple; Philosophy, dark blue; Science, rotd yellow.
The hood for the Master's degree is the same 1hape u the bachelora
but one foot longer. The Doctor'• hood ii of the same length u
the Muter'•, but baa panel& at the aide.
Eumlnationa
Final examinations are held at t.be end of each acmeater aDd
cover the work of the hall ye:ir•
.red to take final examinations In all aubStudents are ;equi bsc t'ng himself from such uamh1ation.1
ject.1. .Any atu enttath :~bjcct in clau and ls not. alln-ed to

i. reqwred to repea
e
•t
by examinations.
1
k
ma e up
•
v been bcld under an honor system,
Since 1901 all examinations resultl! The following
ut.i
which bu achieved uc~ll~ndent.I aDd facUlty d
ibe the I)~:
adopted by joint action ~~ &o confirmation by th Faculty and
RuolHd. That. submln t..IO?l9. wh ther orfdnal or cond!Uonal,
the A,Jiaernbly, all ua
ball be
da
ln acconhnce
and all i..ta aDd .-rit~he Honor
; and,
with th• princ:lpl• 0

:a

°
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That the Honor $)'Item shall be conducted 81 follows:
1 • A committee ol seven men, representing each di~ion of
the 1tudent body and made up of three Seniors, two Jumors, one
Sophomore and one Freshman, shall be elected at the first
A.embly meetinr ol each year.
l .
The duties of the committee shall be (a) to draw up rules
to rovern the examinations ol each year; (b) to investigate any
cue ol 1uspected violation ol the principles of the Honor System,
and to recommend to the Faculty for expulsion any student
found &'lillty of such violation .
.J . No imtructor shall remain in the room where examinations,
tests, or written lessons are being held, unless by special request
ol the claas; and,
Th~t every student taking work in the College shall sign.the
f?lloWUJg honor pledge, which shall be binding at all exa!lllna·
tiona, tests, or written lessons, to-wit:
(PledQ•.) In view of the introduction of the Honor System
of examinations I pledge myself to support that system to the
u~most of my ability, and not only myself to act in accordance
With what I conscientiously believe to be its spirit, but alsO to
encou:age others to do the same and strongly to discountenance
any vtolatlon of it.
A

Conditions

•tudent
ia expl'esaed
b wh ose grade falls below the passing standard of 1• and

condition by Y the. mark of 4, is given an opportunity to remove t~e
eurnination d P~mg another examination. Failure to pass this
Tb·
epnves the student of credit in the subject.
later ~ eu~ation for the removal of conditions is held not
an t e middle of the following semester.

Momin
Religious Services
Com~uniong Prayers
is eel b are sa1'd daily in the College church. The HoIY
morning
e ha)(
rated e very sunday at hall past seven JD
· the
On
S . and also at
nin ~Lnts' Day the a
Past ten on the first Sunday of the month.
01
.
Y Comm union
· 18
· celebrated at a quarter past
e Ln the m ornrng.
Th
S tudedn ts are l'equired
e ch · 18
· composed of College students.
day
chief
at the Church sebe .Present at Morning Prayers everY
Ever 01YbDays.
rvices on Sunday morning and the
Ya sence fr
mark for absen
oin or tardin
ce, and every abseC: at Morning Prayers gives one
_ _ _ ce from or tardiness at a Church
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service at which attendance la required Kives two marks. A
atudent is allowed thirty-five marks a semester, and la euspended
for the remainder of the aemester if he exceeds that number.
No application for excuse on any ground whatever is received
from the student.
Discipline
'Regularity in the performance of all College duties is insisted
upon, and any student who persistently neglects his work is required
to leave College.
The Faculty reserves the right to suspend or remove any student

wh~never it believes that the interest of the College require such

action.

Since 1905 a committoo of Seniors elected by the student body
has assumed the responsibility of maintaining discipline in the
College dormitories. lt is the duty of this committee to preaen'~
good order, to protect College property and to enforce the ":11es ~
Truatees and Faculty which strictly forbid the keeping of mtoxicatin~ liquor on the College premises. The committee bolds frequent
meetings and meets once a month with the President of the College.
Expenses
The necessary expenses of a student including table ~o~~
laundry, books and all College fees amount as a rule to ·~ llece
hundred and fifty dollars for each semester. A liat of the 0
fees follows:
Tuition, per annum .. . . . ...... .. ... . ... . . . . . . . $14o.oo
Inci"dental fee, per annum . .... . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
l0.00
l· 00
Library and Reading Room, per annum · · · · · · · · · ·
00
Gymnasium fee, per annum . . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 10 00
Room rent and beat, per annum ... . . · $50. oo to
·
10 00 to ~5· 00
Electric Light, per annum . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
. oo
5
D'1pI oma f ee .......... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· . .. .• . .•
. t
b de artmenta of cheOUS ry,
For laboratory coul'IM!ll in t 8
P
ter Is charsedphysics and biolQiY, a fee of $5.oo a 1emea
it with th• Treuurer $5.oo
Each atudent mu.at keep on d:=nce la returned at th• cloee
u security for dam•C-· ADY
of tho year.
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Colleire dues are payable in two equal installments, one of which
is due near the beginning of each semester. T he followin it rule of the
t he Board of Trustees regulates the payment:
All students are required to pay their term bills in advance.
Any student whose term bill shall not have been paid within
two weeks after the date of its issue from tbe T reasurer's office
will be suspended from all College privileges until payment has
been made. If the bill shall remain unpaid at tbe end of the
semester, the suspension will become final.
Dormitory Rooms
Old Kenyon, Hanna Hall and Leonard Hall, the College dormitories, are handsome, convenient buildings, with the most modem
systems for heating and plumbing. The dormitory charge for rent
and heat varies from $1.50 to $3.00 a week. The rooms are heated
by steam and are finished in Flemish oak. Furniture must be provided by the student. Applications for dormitory rooms should be
addressed to the President's Office.
New students may establish a preferred claim to dormitory
accommodations by making an advance deposit of ~15 .00.
men making such deposits available rooms will be assigned
m order. The deposit will be refunded upon application up to
~eptember 15 and after that date will be applied on the dormitory charges for the first semester.
Second-hand furniture can often be bought to advantage
from students who are leaving College, or through the Superintendent, John Parker, to whom inquiries for furniture should
be addreaed .

:o

The Colleco Commons

By the co.on.. ti
f
,.....
. ,,.ra on o Trustees and Alumni a Collep Commons
opened tn 191 J
Late 'f
•ooden bulldilllt tem.
. r fl ts have enlarged and improved the
of a worthy and per!:rarily ~d ~ a ~om.moms. The construction
nent. building w1JI be undertaken in the near
luture. The_
'vmmona furn· h
a pleasant. meeUnr plaeo 1 UJ DI excellent board at cost and provides
All stud •or all the men in College.
en- arv required
r. The Price of
to pay a Commons fee of $JS a sepayable atricU7 in ad~:!.ln addition to thia fee Is $5 a .,eek,
By •cUon of tbe Boa
echolarabip con
on. ~d of Trustees all students receJvmg
board at the Conunona.
any kind •hatever are required to
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Student Organizations
The literary societies, the Philomathesian, founded in 1827, and
the Nu Pi Kappa founded in 1832, are actively maintained. Weekly
meetings are held by both societies, and one or more debates with
other colleges are arranged each year. Interest is further stimulated
by the inter-society debates for the Stires Prizes. By gilts from the
Alumni, the society rooms in Ascension Hall are handsomely finished
in carved oak, with beamed and paneled ceilings and elaborate window and door casings.
The student publications are the Collegian, which appears three
times a month during the college year, and the Reveille, published
annually by the Junior class.
For the past few years an original musical comedy has been
prepared and presented annually by the College men. The work
has been done without professional assistance or training. The
originality, good taste, cleverness and general excellence of the
work have attracted much favorable notice. During the Christmas recess the productions have been presented at a number of
towrui in Ohio and Michigan.
The management of all athletic, musical, dramatic and other
interests is vested in the Kenyon College Assembly, the corporate
organization of the student body.
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1923-1924, First Semester

Senior Class

CHARLES HOWARD ALLEN, JR., Philosophical • . 14 N. D., Hanna Hall
Marion
ROGER ALLING, Scientific . . . . . . .
. . .. 59 W. W., Old Kenyon
Cincinnati
EDWIN DAVISSON BAILEY, Philosophical ..... . 41 E. w., Old Kenyon
Clarksburg, W. Va.
GEORGE WILLIAM BOWMAN, Philosophical .. . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... .
Greenville
JAMES HARRINGTON BoYD, JR., Scuntijic . . .39 W.W., Old Kenyon
Toledo
:MAURICE DANIEL CAMPBELL, Scientific .... 35 w. D ., Old Kenyon
Akron
HENRY JAM.ES CRAWFORD, Scientific ........ . 35 W. D ., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
JOHN CARLTON DRAKE, Scientific .. ................. . .. · · · · · · · ·
Howard
ALEXANDER MCGILL DUFF, JR., Scientific . .....•... . . . ••.. . .. · · ·
Republic, Penna.
Jom~ CARR Dt..TF, Philoaophical .. .....•..•.•.....•..•.•....•...
Gambier
Wtu.tAM lcKtNLEY DUNCAN, JR., Philoaophical
14 M. D ., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
DoNALO CLAlllE ELLWOOD Cl
.
• auical •••• •... 55 M. D ., Old Kenyon
Elkhart, Ind.
B~'IAMr DAHSON EvA~ • PhUoao h ·--•
P '""" ··. 46 E . D., Old Kenyon
W
Cincinnati
rw.ui ELl.SWoRT11 F!}.'DCJs s, PhU(ll1ophical

Cn.uu.cs Smo

G

Oshkosh • w·ia.
R1!A" • Scientific

57 N . D ., Hanna Hall

·.warn
" " hum, Ill. • · · • •1

E W
· .' Old Kenyon
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LEONARD WOOD HAYNES, Philosophical ..•.• . . 3 E.W., Old Kenyon
Sandusky
HARRISON HAVILAND IIOLl'l, Classical . . .•.. . 31 M . D., Old Kenyon
Bedford, Ind.
Wu.LIAM ANDREW IIOPPLE, III., Scientific . .. . 5 E. D, Old Kenyon
Wyoming
HAROLD JACOBSEN, Scuntific . ...... . . . ..... 11 M. D., Hanna Hall
Bayonne, N. J.
GEORGE HE..'iRY fcFADDE.'J, Scit:nlific .•••.. . 10 E . D., Old Kenyon
Steubenville
Louis EDWARD MADDEN, Scientific .....•••. •14 N D, Hanna Hall
Evanston, Ill.
ROSWELL EMERSON MESSENGER, Scientific 21 E . W , Old Kenyon
Toledo
GEORGE KE.-.."NETH RALSTON, Clauieal . ••••.. 27 M D., Hanna Hall
Martin's Ferry
WARREN JARRE'J"I' RUSK, Scientific .••.••••.. .4 S. D., Hanna Hall
Mansfield
LAWRE~CB STRATTON Rus.~&U.. Phi/080phi~ 42 E. W., Old Kenyon
Philadelphia, Penna.
MONT& SALVIN, Scirntific . . , .
. •...•• F, M . D .. Old Kenyon
Middleto.,,.n, Conn.
ERWIN JAMES SCHMICK, Jn., Scientific • •.•. 1 S . D., Hanna Hall
Cincinnati
Jo:. D , Old Kenyon
EARL VAN SEITZ, Sci1111tific •
Snndusky
&5 W. D , Old Kenyon
HERBERT LoUJ STOCK, Philoiophit-al
Columbus
21 E . w. Old Ke11$0n
HALE STURGES, JR ., Clauieal
Mansficld
JI 1'hil~phial1
MARSHALL ORLA.'iDO TERRY, .,
40 W. W •Old Kenyon

CICV' land

22 E W .. Old Kenyon
Hall
4t'D,ldK

n
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Junlor Class
DAVID BUTLER ARNDT, Clauical . ...... . . .. .88

N. D., Hanna Hall
Philadelphia, Penna.
JOHN GEORGE BATEMAN, Scientific .. .. . . .. .. .. ... . ... . . . ....... .
Gambier
GEORGE HERBERT BENOLKEN, Philosophical . . 16 M. D., Old Kenyon
Omaha, Nebr.
WALTER HENRY BLOCHER, Phil03ophical . . 20 W. W., Old Kenyon
Massillon
ELIJAH HENRY BROWN, Scie1tlific .
. ..... 32 M . D., Old Kenyon
Painesville
KENNETH JACKSON BURKHOLDER, Philosophical

25 E. D., Old Kenyon
Buffalo, N. Y.
DONALD VON CAREY, Philosophical ..

. ... 57 N. D., Hanna Hall

Kenton
WILLIAM

EDWARD

CLESS,

N . D ., Hanna Hall

JR ., Philosophical •• 38

St. Paul, Minn.
Kl:NNETH TILSON CONlliER, Philosophical .. .41

E . W ., Old Kenyon

St. Paul, Minn.
ALVIN COREY, Scietllific •••. . ....•... ... . . 31

M. D., Old Kenyon

Fostoria
WILLIAM ALBERT

CORNELIUS, JR ., Philoaophical

18 N. D., Hanna Hall
McKeesport, Penna.

EowJN

ALBERT

Coa:-.s
· nt t'fic . •••••..... 55 W. D., Old Ken.yon
• , scte

Eas~ Liverpool
Cowu:y, Phil010phical • . 83 M. D., Old Ken1on
Detroit, Mich.
1
OSEP1f FilEDERtc DICKSON, Philoaophical •••. 1 s. D ., Hanna Hall
T
Fremont
m:oDOaa CRAIG Dru.at Ph .,
.
p· to oph1cal .••. • 21 E . W ., Old Kenyon
D-0
Penna.
tltabu11rh,
1
AXFlELD DoWJ:u., PhlJo.o •
A·'Ph~ • •. 60 W . W., Old Kenyon
Eu GOJU>O E\'.\
S
-~bula
• cknli~ . · • · · • · • . (5 E . D ., Old Kenyon
II :JIT 0
£
•'IO?'WOOd
GB VA 8, Philoto1'hlcoJ
Youncstown" .... 81 M. D., Hanna Hal

FREDaucx

Au!ERT
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RUSSELL ENSEL FRANCIS, Philosophical. ........ . 20 Bexley Hall
New York City
STANLEY MEREDITH Fuu.wooD, Philosophical
16 M. D ., Old Kenyon
Wymore, Nebr.
FRANCIS MARK GARY, Scientific ... .......... 51 M. D ., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
SCO'IT GRAVES, Philosophical ... ........... 60 W. W., Old Kenyon
Toledo
GEORGE EMMETT HAMILTON, Philosophical .. . 25 E . D ., Old Kenyon
St. Mary's
ROBERT BRANDON HARRIS, Philosophical .. .. 28 E. D., Old Kenyon
Marquette, Mich.
ROBERT JOSEPH HOVORKA, Scientific ..... .45 E. D ., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
HAROLD EDWARD HYDE, Philosophical ....... 8 M. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
ROBERT CUNNINGHAM HYDE, Philosophical . 27 M. D., Hanna Hall
Sharon, Penna.
ALBERT GUSTAVE Joa.'ISON, Philoi<ophical .. .. 14 N . D., Hanna Hall
St. Paul, Minn.
HUNTER KELLENBERGER, Clauical .•....•. .. 52 M. D, Old Kenyon
Newark
.... 2 E . W., Old Kenyon
LAURENCE EDMUND KELLY, Scienlific
Chicago
LUCIEN BENSOS LAYNE, Philosophical
... 22 s. D' Hanna Hall
Fort Thomas, Ky.
· ·
55 W D Old Kenyon
BURTON PAUL LEWIS, Sclt nllfe . · • •· · · •· ·· · ·
" '
Sharon, Penna.
LEVOY MARCUS LL'ID, Phil01<ophical • • .
Akron
h ./Of>Ophirol 1 S. D., Hanna Hall
t
d
Clevelan
LoVll ScinlliM . • • . . . • ..••.•••• • .•..• • •..•

HARVEY FREDERICK LoRENZ, P
WENDELL CALVIN

'

FrernODt

PhilOIOPhkal . • ••• • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••
PAUL JAMES LoWERY,
Cbaropalcn. lll.
"lolOphical • • • • lU N. D., Hanna Hall
WJIEELEB McDot;GAL. Pin Peoria, W.
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JOSEPH WADE MELL, Scientific .. ........... 2 s. D., Hanna Hall
Akron
ROBERT FULTON MrLAR, Philosopllical. . . • .42 E . W., Old Kenyon
Akron
NATHANIEL HALE NUTTING, Philosophical .. . 12 M . D., Old Kenyon
Boston, Mass.
GRANT BERNARD PETERSON, Philosophical .. . 27 M. D ., Hanna Hall
Los Angeles, Calif.
LLOYD REYNOLD PRICE, Scientific .......... 2 s. D ., Hanna Hall
Canton
WALTER JAllES RAINIE, Philosophical
.... 11 M. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
DONALD EUGENE REID, Philosophical . . ......................•.
Kansas City, Missouri
WILLIAM HERBERT RUSK, Philosophical. .... . 25 s. D., Hanna Hall
.Mansfield
EDWIN STAHL RUTLEDGE, Philosophical . • . • .. . . . 22 Bexley Hall
Kenton
STERLING EDWARD RYBAK, Philosophical .•. . 28 E . D ., Old Kenycn
East Cleveland
ANDREW WILKINSON SOMERVILLE, Philosophical
59 W.W., Old Kenyon
Dallas, Texas
EDWARD HOWE STANSFIELD, Philosophical .. . 5 s. D ., Hanna Hall
Akron
PAUL II. SUTHERLAND, Philo*Ophiral .•••••. •15 W. W ., Old Kenyon
V8Gar, Mich.
Ron&Rr Louts TllEBAt:D, Scientific ••.•.•.• •50 M . D ., Hanna Hall
Grand Rapids, Mich .
ARTtl 'R llUDSQ:-1 TORRA "C'E, Scitntijic •••••. . 19 M. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
CHAIU.ES LUD\VIG TULLER, Phil~ I ical
P1
•••• 11 S. D ., Hanna Hall
Dublin
PllA :XUN ALTON WAI>E, Scicnt(
fik~ . • · •• · · • • · .5 E . D., Old Kenyon
,
ron
.. AM

A

\\ lll.IAM WrtsoN ~,..,_,
• • ' ~.. ndJir

V>ALTT.a K

:t:TH W

w

· ·· ·· · · ·

EWton, W . Va .

IL80 • Scinttijic

2 1 S D., Hanna Hall

Sharon, p n~~- · 34 M . D ., Old Kenyon
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Sophomore Class
ROBERT STRONG ADAMS, Philosophical .. .. . .. . 14 N. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
HARRISON WARD BECKETT, Philosophical . ... . 22 s. D ., Hanna Hall
Fremont
JOHN HAY BEMIS, Claasical ............... .32 M. D., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
JACKSON EDWARD BETTS, Philosophical ..... . 52 M. D., Old Kenyon
Findlay
JOHN SUMMERFIELD BLYTH, Philosophical .. .. . 13 N. D ., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
JAMES CORNISH BOLTON, Philosophical ...... . 18 N. D., Hanna Hall
Sioux City, Iowa
FRANK EVANS BOUGHTON, Philosophical ..... . 57 N. D., Hanna Hall
Evanston, Ill.
DANIEL McCOY BRADDOCK, Cla81tical ....... . 14 M. D ., Old Kenyon
Little Rock, Ark.
GEORGE THOMPSON BROWN, Scientific ...... . 25 E. D., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
PORTER CASTLEBERRY, Philosophical ................•••....•. . ..
Cincinnati
ALBERT ELY CHAMPNEY, Cia.sical .• •.......................•...
Elyria
CARL SPOFFORD CHAMPNEY, Classical . .•....•.••..••••...•

Elyria
CLOYCE ARTHUR CHRISTOPHER, Scientific • • • · · · • • • • • · •.•
Howard
JOHN McPiu:RsoN COLLINS, PhilOMJphical . •. H, M. D • Old Kenyon
New Pbiladrlpbla
JOHN BURKE COPPOCK, Scitntific · • • · • · · · • • • · • • · · · • .••..••
Cleveland
LD Sci~ntific . . 41 E. D • Old Keaymi
CHARLES SUTTON CRITCIIFIE ,
Mt.. y mon
61 I. D , Old Kenyon
N Sclnilific. · ·
J.u!ES THOMAS CULBERTSON~· Ky.
85 W. D Old Xenyon
Seil:fllific
HARRY WESL&Y D>JJ,EY.
Danville
•. R, Hanna Hall
Sdcnlifit •••••••
ALFRED ANTHONY Di:CAT<>. Wartt:n

KENYON COLI.EGE
GEORGE EDWARD DICKINSON, Scientific .. .... 39 W.W., Old Kenyon
Ashtabula
WILLIAM REED EDWARDS, Scientific . ....... . 41 E. W., Old Kenyon
Toledo
MYRON MITCHELL EGGLESTON, Scientific ... 16 M. D., Old Kenyon
Mt. Vernon
RICHAIID GALE EVANS, Scientific . ........ . 27 E. D., Old Kenyon
Cincinnati
WILLIAM SC01T EVANS, Philosophical. ...... . 18 N. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
CHARLES RAMSEY FINDLATER, Classical ..... . 38 N. D., Hanna Hall
Cincinnati
WILLIAM FRONIZER, Scientific . . . . . ......... 26 S. D., Hanna Hall
Fremont
CALVIN RUDE BURR FURLONG, Philosophical . . A, M. D ., Old Kenyon
Norwalk
JOHN FREDERICK FURNISS, Philosophical .... 1 E . w., Old Kenyon
LanCASter
DON JAM&S GASSMAN, Philosophical ........ 31 M . D., Old Kenyon
Findlay
THEODORE VOGES GIBBS, Srnnti/k .. ........ 36 w. D., Old Kenyon
Canton
WALTER ALDMOND HAGER, JR, Scie111.ijic ...
38 N. D., Hanna Hall
South Bend
BYRON Gaoo HATHAWAY, Philoaophical ......•••••.• . •.•......•.
Norristown, Penna.
lILRAM JAMESON HITCHCOCK, Philoaophical ... Al S. D ., Hanna Hall
Washington, C. H.
CnAALE.3 WELLL-.GTON HUGHES, Scienti/k ... . 31 M. D., Hanna Hall
Butler, Penna.
WHIT.OBY WEST IRONS, Scuntific . ••..... c, M . D ., Old Kenyon
Toronto
THOMAS DAVID Jou.-;soN, Phi/()"1 hical
Clev:land • ·• •• ·• •• •· ·· ·· · · · · · · · · · ·
ALEXASl>ER R.Aurros JONES SeiC7tl"'• 'Sale~~ .• ·· .. 40 W.W., Old Kenyon

Row :n Gtun'A\"I: K "ODEL, ScienJijic
Sacinaw, Mid;.' ···•··

C,

Hanna Hall
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ROBERT JAMES LAMARCHE, Philosophical ................... : ... .
Lakewood
ELWOOD PARSONS LAWRENCE, Philosophical . .. 31 M. D., Hanna Hall
Detroit, Mich.
ELBERT WILLIAM LoWREY, JR., Scientific .. .. 48 E. D., Old Kenyon
Dayton
RICHARD BISHOP LYMAN, Scientific .......... . A, M. D ., Old Kenyon
Akron
FREDERICK 'KINSINGER McCARTllY, Philosophical
22 E.W., Old 1Cenyon
Jamestown, N . Y.
JOHN WILCOX McCLAIN, Philosophical ...... . 57 N. D ., Hanna Hall
Marion
CONSTANTINE NICHOLAS MICHAELIS MESSOLONGHITES, Scientific
22 Bexley Hall
Zanesville
LAWRENCE WILSON MILLS, Philosophical .. . . . 8 M . D., Hanna Hall
Mentor
PATRICK ANTHONY MULVEY, Philosophical .. . 20 W.W., Old Kenyon
Zanesville
JOHN RUSSELL PA'M'IE, Scientific .......... .47 E . D., Old Kenyon
Akron
ROBERT PFLEGER, Scientific . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •.•.••..•.•...••• .
Cincinnati
JOHN MONTGOMERY REED, Scie•ilific •• · • · · · •52 !. D., Old Kenyon
Ravenna
• .
w. w., Old Kenyon
wALTER PBRKINS RICE, Scunt•fic . ••.. ·: ..• 39
Muskeion, !'.heh.
Hall
.etil1'fie
•23 DeilllY
HE."'<RY WESTFALL R ODEBAUGH, Set
•••••••
Columbus
F, Hanna Hall
Philotophical • · • • • •
FREDERICK SCO'M' RODGERS,
d
Clevelan
M D Old Kenyon
Scklllifa" ·

ALFRED MARVL~ Rt,;"'LO~:u
• n•hall, f nna·~·,
l»
.,_
:BOit~ philt$ph

'ia.iikak~• Ill.
~··
CIL\.RLES ANSLJIY ssavt~tiaton. Penna

DA.NIEL CAIUIONY SA:

. ff'

.

'

2 E . W , Old KeIG"
D, !Janna Hall
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FREDERICK HUVE SEYMOUR, Sci811tific . . . .. . .42 E. W., Old Kenyon
Ravenna
GEORGE BUTLER SHAFFER, Philosophical .. . . .27 E. D., Old Kenyon
Fostoria
ELIAS NAUDAINE SIMONS, Scientific ......... . 13 N. D., Hanna Hall
Philadelphia, Penna
HAMILTON FREEMAN SLAIGHT, Sci811tific .... . 55 w. D., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
LEROY SLUSSER, Scientific . ..... . .... . . . ... . .... . . . ......•....•
Howard
ROBERT WATERS SNYDER, Philosophical . .... . 8 E. D ., Old Kenyon
Fostoria
HOWARD EDWARD SPURNEY, Philosophical . .. . C, M. D., Old Kenyon
Cleveland
FREDERICK MEREDITH TABOR, Philosophical .... . A, Hanna Hall
Cleveland
ROBERT MATTHEW THOMAS, Philo.ophical . ..... . .. D, Hanna Hall
Akron
GEORGE TITUS TRUMBULL, Philosophical . ... 22 S. D., Hanna Hall
Detroit, Mich.
WILLIAM GARBERSON UHL&R, Philosophical .. . 21 S. D., Hanna Hall
Marion
BYRON F'RANc1s VORHEES, Philosophical . . . . . • . . A, Hanna Hall
Findlay
L&wis CHAIU.~ WARD, Philosophical ..•.•. 32 M. D., Old Kenyon
Sandusky
Sc~nlt1
• ·1:.
... .... ..• 19 W. W., Old K enyon
Cuyahop Falls
CRAitLQ EDWARD WHIPPLiii, S cunl1
· •1:.
1... ... •••• 61 M . D ., Old Kenyon
Teo
Toledo
M.U Woooacnr WHIPPut• ScU-·
· 1:.
,.,11
... .... • 19 W. W., Old Kenyon
Bou
Toledo
Rl>RTTa Rooo Wooo s . .
• CUnl1fic •••••.•.•• 4.8 E . D., Old Kenyon
S.u. ·1:1. Ku,.0 . - W
Norwalk
oiuuu.,.,.i, C«uase41 • · •· •• 16 . i:. D ., Old Kenyon
1t . Vernon
DAVU> CADY WRIGHT Phu
'
OtophicGl
LoulnilJe. · · · · · · · · .2 E . W., Old Kenyon
M
W01tTH Zt~ Phflo.o • Ky.
c:~.!_hiCGl .••••• 18 N . D., Hanna Hall
~• .....natl
MAYNARD CLARx WELLER,

I
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Freshman Class
ROBERT NORTON DOWNS ARNDT, Claaaical ... . 34 N. D ., Hanna Hall
Philadelphia, Penna.
HAROLD DUDLEY BATE, Philosophical ....... . 33 N . D ., Hanna Hall
Newark, N . J.
PAUL EDWARD BATEMAN, Scientific . ........................... .
Gambier
HENCHEL KELLY BENNETT, Philosophical ......... . 14 Bexley Hall
Sharon, Penna.
ROBERT F'RANClS BEUlil, Scientific . . . . . ................... . .... .
Mt. Vernon
HORTON HUNTINGTON BLAm, CllU3ical . ........... A, Hanna Hall
Wauseon
RICHARD HAMILTON BONDS, Philosophical ... . 33 N. D., Hanna Hall
Detroit, Mich.
JOHN SELLERS BRADDOCK, Scientific . ......... 1 E . W., Old Kenyon
Little Rocle, Ark.
WALTER DAVID BRADDOCK, Ja., Cla38ical ... . 14 M . D., Old Kenyon
Little Rock, Ark.
CHARLES ALBERT WILLIAM BROCKLEBANK, Clauical

24 Bexley Hall

T oledo
lsAAC HAROLDE BROWN,

Philosophical . . .

. . A, M. D., Old Kenyon

Omaha, Nebr.
Philosophical · • · · · • · • · • · • · · · • • •.
Warren
• "fie
59 w w., Old Keoyon

LoUIS CHEREVAUX BROWN, JR.,

EDWARD VINCE.'IT BURKE, Scienli

· • • · · •• · ·

Fostoria

•

ROY C,UOLLOS COSTELLO. Smntif!c . •... I.. • • • • . . • . . . • . • • • •..•
Eaat L1verJ>OO
E W Old Keoyon
GEORGE THOMAS C RAGG, Philo.ophical •• •. . 42 • ..
. c~1 c;• 0 • ru .....2 E . w.. Old K n,yon
FRANCIS Lucrus CRON, ScUnti.fipj..u~ •••
• q
60 M. D, Han a Hall
St;i#71ltfe • • • ••••
JoBN RALPH DANGLER·
Lake•ood
Pit io.oplti«ll
fltES."'"B D<>UGBOlT'Y•
I
28 E . D. Old Kenyou
GEORGE Du

Toledo

So
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KENYON HENRY EBERTH, Scienlific . .. . . ... .45 E. D., Old Kenyon
Toledo
FRANK LEON FISHER, JR., Philosophical . ....... . .. . .• ..... . .. . ..
Cleveland
ROBERT PHILLIP FITCH, Philosophical ....... . 5 E. D., Old Kenyon
:Lakewood
ROBERT BEECHER FORKER, Philosophical .. .... . . . . E, Hanna Hall
Cleveland
JOHN lIEELEY FRANKLIN, JR., Phil080phical . . ..•. • ....•.... .. ...
Newark
CLARENCE MERTON FRENCH, Philosophical . ..• ..... . . .... . ......
Emporia, Kans.
ROBERT JAMES FRENCH, Philosophical .. ... .47 E . D ., Old Kenyon
Toledo
JOHN THOMAS GRACE, Philosopliical . . . ..... 25 E . D ., Old Kenyon
Norwood
HENRY HARRISON GREER, Philosophical . .. . 34 N . D , Old Kenyon
.Mt. Vernon
JOHN EDWARD GREGG, Philosophical •• ..• .. 10 W . W ., Old Kenyon
Waverly
MARTIN J . GROE1''ENBERO, Philosophical •. . •. •H, .M. D., Old Kenyon
Dover
WILLIAM JOHN HAMILTON, JR., Scicniific • . .. . 59 W . W, Old Kenyon
Columbus
DWIGHT SNYDER HA.'iO, Philoaophical • .•. .. ••• •• . • •. . .. ... . ... .
Canton
•
JClfiEPu MORTON HARTER, Cla.ical • . . . ...•. 19 W . W., Old Kenyon
Canton
Joas IIORR HODGE, Scicmific . ••...••.•••..• A, M. D' Old Kenyon
Mechanicsburg
RICHARD MARTIN HUBBELL, Sciullific .. .••••.• . •••• F, Hanna Hall
Chicago, Ill .
ROBERT AfARIU.EY lln>i;: S • ·;:.
• cu-1111, ... .. •••••••• 11 M. D., Hanna Hall
C
Cleveland
llARLES JOHN!JTQm:

ROBERT Soon-

h

IM~T'ORt,

33 N . D., Hanna Hall
New y or k c·Jty
1.Dt, Scicmific
Chi
...... 21 E . W ., Old Kenyon
e&ao, IU.

u- 10
-

JR ., P hilo.!Ophir,al

Rllo!STB!t OF 8TUDBNTi
NORVILLlil MERREL LIND, Philosophical . .................... . ... .

Akron
CHARLES EDWIN MAGEE, JR.,

Scientific . ..................... . . .
Piqua

WALTER liART MAGEE,

Scientific ........... . C,

M . D ., Old Kenyon

Piqua
ROBERT WESLEY MCCANN, Philosophical .. . . 31 M. D., Hanna Hall

Coshocton
WILLIAM EDWARD McQuowN, Scientific .. .... 31 M. D., Hanna Hall
Martins Ferry
CHARLES DICKEY MARSH, Scienlifr.c ......... . 25 S. D., Hanna Hall
East Cleveland
ALAN BROOKE MERKLE, Philosophical . ....... 1 S. D., Hanna Hall
Columbus
JOHN ARTHUR MILLER, Scientific ..... . .... . 19 W.W., Old Kenyon
Columbus
WILLIAM HODGES MILLER, Scientific ... . . .. 60 W.W., Old Kenyon
Saltsburg, Penna.
CHARLES CAMPBELL MORFIT, JR., Philosophical
35 W. D., Old Kenyon
Welch, W. Va.
GEORG& KENNETH MOUNTS, Scientific ....... 19 M. D., Hanna Hall
Salem
ELDEN BENJAMIN MOWERS, Philosophical . . . .. · • ·
C • Hanna Hall
Saginaw, Mich.
.
h' al
M . D ' Hanna Hall
WILFRED BEAUREGARD MYLL, Phtlosop lC • • 8
Mt. Clemens, Mich.
.
65 w D Old Kenyon

HOWARD REYNOLD NORRIS,

Scientific . ·······
Fostoria

CORREN

OvEJWYER, Scientific · · · · · · · • • · · · · .
Toledo
._ ..11:~

HAROLD HENRY PETERS, S' 1"'" ""' ' ·:·
Foston•

•

'

F M . n, Old Kanyoo
•••••

'
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W D Old Kenyon
• ,
2 1 ~cy Hall

Clo.#U;Ql • • •

RICHARD OLAF PETERSON, RockY

Scienlifa:R;~bii~: ·I;~~:
RIKJ"ll JR , ~..
COOK
,
painCll""-

PETER RALEIGH,

CHARLES

River
E, llanna Hall

Si
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FREDERICK HUGO RODENBAUGH, Cl1188'ical . .. . · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · ·
Cleveland
BURCHELL HOLFORD ROWE, Philosophical .... 5 E. D ., Old Kenyon
Cincinnati
HOWARD RAYMOND RUSK, Scientific ......... . 41 s. D., Hanna Hall
Mansfield
CLIFFORD CLINTON SHELDON, Philosophical. .28 E. D., Old Kenyon
Fostoria
LAURENCE AUSTIN SHERMAN, Philosophical . . . 33 N. D ., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
CHARLES JOHN STEWART, JR., Philosophical . .. 21 S. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
ROY LEON TALBOTT, Philosophical .......... . 84 N. D., Hanna Hall
Cleveland
GILBERT DUNLAP TAYLOR, Philosophical .............••.........
Sharon, Penna.
ROBERT WALKER TYSON, Philoaophical
... 8 M. D., Hanna Hall
Danville, Ill.
CLAYTON MILLARD VANEPPS, Scientific .... . 39 W. W., Old Kenyon
Bellevue
HARLOW HOL!llES WALKER, Scientific ..•...•.... •......•...... ·· ·
Gambier
WILLIAM M'AM"HEW WALLACE, Phil0$0phical .... . D, Hanna Hall
Oak Park, Ill.
GRAHAM WALTO.s, Scirolific .. •• •. .• •• •• •. . E.W., Old Kenyon
Gambier
EDMUND WU.LIAM WESTLA.,1>, Claaical
· .• •.•. 11 M. D., Hanna H all
Munhall, Penna.
Howu COLEMAN WRITE, Scientific . •.•••...••.••••.•.•.......•.
H oward
BESICDICT WtLUAllS Cicua .
•
tral ......... ••••. 2 S. D ., Hanna Hall
Detroit, Mich.
D ASJEL Qui ·ay WiLU
AMS, Philoaophical ••• •27 E . D ., Old Kenyon
RICJIAllD I
East Cleveland
ASKitn Wuso~,fSclemific •..••••• 27 M. D., Hanna Hall
.. arUn'a F erry
HAROLD \\"1w.u. ....
"oaun-, Sek.mi~
Foetoria. • · • • · • • • .S. D ., Hanna Hall

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
JOHN ARMSTRONG WRIGHT, Philosophical . .. .41 E .

w., Old Kenyon

Louisville, Ky.
GEORGE WILLIAM YAUGER,

Scientific . ................. . .. · · · · · · ·
Mt. Vernon

ROBERT KARNS YOUNG,

Scientific . . . ........................... .
Fostoria

DONALD E . ZWEIGLE,

Scientific . ........... .48 E . D., Old Kenyon
Toledo

Special Students
FRANK TEMPLETON BARR ........... . ........... 10 Bexley Hall

Zanesville
JESSE KETCHUM BRENNAN, JR., ................... 9 Bexley Hall

Michigan City, Ind.
RAB ALVIN EVANS .............................. 19 Bexley Hall

Somerville, Mass.
PAUL RoG&a SAVA.NACK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

Bexley Hall

Sandusky

H. A.

SMITH ......... ..••...........•..........•• •••·•· ..... .

Gambier

SUMMARY

Seniors ................ ·.········•···········
Juniors .... ···•·················•············
Sophomores •. · · · · • · · · • · · · · · · • · · · · • · · • · · • · · · ·
Freshmen . . . • . • . • . .• . . . . . . • . • . ••. .• . . •. .••
SpeciAl students
· · · • · · • · · · · · · · • · · • · · •• · ·

;~
76

79
5

• • .150

Total ... •·•·•··•··•· ·••··
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HONORS IN SCHOLARSIDP FOR THB YEAR 1922-19:a3
Claso of 1923
JESSE RAYMOND PURDY

RA YllOND MERES HARKNESS

RAY.MONO GLENN STONE

ClaS1 of 1924
DONALD CLAIRE ELLWOOD

vAN SEITZ

J.ums HARRINGTON B OYD, Jn.

EARL

HENRY JAMES CRAWFORD

HALE STURGES, JR.
FRANK M&LVIN VOTAW

AL&xANDER MCGILL DUPP, JR.

Class of 1925
DAVID THOMAS ATWATER

EDGAR HUNT HUNTING

GEORGE HERBERT BENOLKES

HUNTER KELLEl11"B&RGER

IIE~'RY BROWN
Join.; CARLETo._, DRAJCE

ELIJAH

WILLlAll LoVELL STEG&KAN
PAUL

IIAJUttSO!i lTA\'ILAND H OLK

ci...

H . S UTHERLAND

WALTER KENNl>TH WILSON

of

1 9 16

DANIEL McCoy BR.AooocK

Al.BERT ELY CHAVM.'llT

CAJU. POP'P01lt1 CaAWn.'l:Y

JAMES THOMAS CULBERTSON
ELWOOD

PARSONS

l..AWllE.';Ci:

MAYNARD CLARK WELLER
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THE NINETY-FIFTH COMMENCEMENT

Sunday, June 17, 1923
Morning Seroiu-Sermon by the REV. WILLIAM E. SIDENER,
'98 A. B ., '01 A. M., Bex., '11 B. D., Rector of St. Paul's Church,
Steubenville.

Eeening Seroice- Baccalaureate Sermon by the REV.

WlLLlill

F. PEIRCE, L.H.D., D.D., L.L.D., President of Kenyon College.
Monday, June x8, 1923
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Class Orator
ARTHUR CARL LICBTENBEllOER, '2S

Waterloo, Iowa
Alumni Orator
THE REV. GEORGE DAVIDSON, D D., '02 A. B ., '0( A. M ., Bex.
Los Angeles, California

DEGREES IN COURSE
KENYON COLLEGE
Bachelor of Arts
LANE WICKHAM BARTON, nwglW eum la!UU
First honor man
ROB&RT SMITH DBCBANT
GEORGE ffA)(JLTON GR&AVBll
R1CBARD STA-'fLBY SnU'IT

Bachelor of Philosophy
GORDON STEWART CRAWFORD
u Hti:\l~

PeJLIPTRSODO~ClfTL~B~r.o.-m
ARTHUR CARL
ALB&RT Mtu..£R

-·n• .._
.. Q1U!1WOL1>

lotull

RODGli:llS

C~
STROUGH•
PAUL FRAsas • ui;as-r

~ ~v.o:
GCRA.Ll> PJOGJ;

eum '4tlM

,U!:Uf,

a•,._.
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Bachelor of Science
WILLIAM ELMER CROFUT
RUSSELL EDMUND FISHACK
RAYMOND MERES HARKNESS,

cum laude

HARVEY FREDERICK HOHLFELDER
MERRICK MCCAFFERTY
JAMES THOMAS MCILWAIN
JESSE RAYMOND PURDY,

magna cum laude

Second honor man

cum laude

SANFORD WILLIAMS SMALL,
HENRY RANDALL STEGEMAN
RAYMOND GLENN STONE,

cum laude

JOHN POPE WOLVERTON

Master of Arts

'13 B. S.
'22 B. S.

CLARENCE JAY BLACK,

DONALD RALPH GOODELL,

BEXLEY RALL
Bachelor of Divinity

HERMAN SUKER SIDEN'ER,

'21

Ph. B.,' u A.M.

WILLIAM Louis ZIADIB

HONORARY DEGREES

Muter of Arts
The Ri:v. Louis Euc&~"E DANIE.LS, '02 Bex.
Oberlin
'

I

r

o: L

ws

Tiro Rrcur Rr.v. ALEXA."IDER M
Bishop

of

Pittabuf'Kh

Am-.

ALUMNI AsSOOIATIONS

ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
The General Association

President:
ARTHUR L. BROWN, '061 The Diem & Wing Paper Co., Cincinnati

Vice-Presidents:
LEo WELDON WERTHEtMER, '99, Milford, Penn.
C. C . HAMMOND, '03, Pittsburgh, Penn.
RAYMOND DuBois CAHALL, '08, Gambier.

Secretar11 and Treasurer:
PHILEMON B. STANBERY, '98, Post-Glover Co., 808 N. 4th St.,
Cincinnati

N ecrologiat:
MATTHEW F. MAURY, '04, Philadelphia, Penn.

Executioe Committee:
THE PRESIDENT
THE SECRETARY
DR. FRA.-;c1s
BLAKE, 'So
DR. HENRY STANBERY, '96
THE FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
CONSTANT SoVTHWORTH, '98
THE SECOND VICE-PRESIDENT
M. F. MAURY, 'o.f
THE TBIIU> VICE-PRESIDENT

w.

The Association of Akron

President
J. EDWARD GOOD, '84,The Hardware and Supply Co., Akron
Viu-Pruident
ALEXANDER H. CownNS, •9.f, Central Savings and Tru3t Bldf,
Akron

Sccrctarv-Trtan.rer:

PAUL G. R USSELL, '1.f, 319 Metropolitian Bldit' Akron

The Association of Canto.a

CJIARLES

w. ZoLLJSGER,

,

o,.,

PruidenJ

W R 7.ollinger & Co , Canton
•

Secretarv-Trta1111't'I':
RrcHARD R .

HARTER.

I

12, 141

s TY;elU.h si.. ~. w.. Cant.on
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The A11oclatJon of Central Ohio

Pruichnl:
Juooa JOHN J. ADAMS, '79, Page Hall, 0 .S.U., Columbua

Stcrclar11 and Trcaiurer:
DAVID

WENDELL BEGGS, '08,

701 Huntington Bank Building, Columbus

The Association of Cincinnati and Vicinity

Pruidenl:
ARTHUR L.BROWN, 'o6, The Diem & Wing Paper Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
Vice-Prt•idcnl:
PHIL. STANBERY, '9•, The Post-Glover Co., Cincinnati, Ohio

Stcrtlar11 and Trea.r ;rer:
ROBERT A. CLISE, '15, Univcsity Club, Cincinnati, Ohio
E:ucu/ifl' C0t.,miUu:

Da. Il&NRY STANBERY, '96
lAM&a G. STEWART, '02

SAMUEL DAVIES, '17
EDGAR MOES&R, 'o6

The Auociatlon of Columbiana County

Prrndnil:
T. GERALD RYAN, '21, 807 Lincoln Ave., Ea.st Liverpool
SttrW:Tr-Trtcn.rtr:
332 Rural Lane, Ea.st Liverpool

GeoRGR 7.-0LUSGER, '21,

Tbe Association or Knox County

llBNRy C. 0

Pruirkm:
~• ,
~ft V
•
• .. • ernon

l'itt-.Prcridnt.l •

Da WtU;rAM F.

~IR

ter~Tr

~IUAR.D ~

;22, Gamhler

.

n-.
;a, '97, Mt.. Vernon

ALUMNI A.ssoclATIONS

The Association of Lima
WALTERS. JACKSON,

Pruident:
'OJ, Lima
Secretar11:

HARRY L. GAYER, '15, Procter and Gamble Co., Cincinnati

Roy J. BANTA,

Treaau.rcr:
S. Baxter St., Lima

'01, 121

The Association of Northern Ohio
ALONZO

M.

SNYDER,

President:
'8s, Cleveland
V ice-Pruuum:

FRED

G. CLARK,

'13, Cleveland

W. H. THEOBALD,

ER!'IEST

c.

JR .,

Secretar11 and Treaaurer
'u, 310 Guardian Building, Cleveland
E.uculiH CommiUu:

D&MPSEY,

K. T. SIDDALL,

'11

'11

WALTER H. BROWN, '06

The Association of the Ohio Valley

Pruident:
'88, Wbitaker-Gl-ner Co., WheeJini, W. V a .

ALBERT C. WWTAKER,

Secrdarr arul Treaaurtr:
RALPH D . NICHOLSON, '17, 3316 Belmont Ave., Bellaire, Ohio

The Association of Toledo

Preridnll:
CHARLES G. Wu.sos, '6!1, Gardner Bldc., Toledo

,

Vta-Prnfdnd:
Bank ol Commerce Did&' , Toledo

RALPH $. HOLBROOK, 87, 407

Sur"'1'1 a"4 Tr«Uwra:
a Gardn"' Bldr .. Toledo
20

,

PtJUUlE

B . McBau>&, ' •

KENYON COLLEGE

The Asi;oclation of the East
EARL

PrcaiJt1/:
D. BABST, '93, 117 Wall St., New York City
l'icc-PreaidenL~:

M. BILLINGSLEY, ' 0 4, So Wall St., New York
ROY IL Ho~KINS, '01 1 132 West 4wd St., New York City
THOMAS L. GODDARD, '03, 30 West 44th St., New York City
HORACE

Sccrelar11 and Treaaurer:
MARK W1S&llAN,

'10, 120 We1t 42nd St., New York City

E.ucuti" Commilue:
TUE PRESIDENT
Tm~ VICE-Pll!::SlDl::NTS

THE SECRETARY-TREASURER

The Association of Philadelphia

Pre idl'rii:
J. DOOLITTLE, '94, City Line and Lake1ide Ave., Oak
LanP, Penna.

FREDERICK

VU:e-Pruidnll:
Wru.IAi.r BUDD Iloor~c. JR,, •90, Philad!'lphia

S'-crelarr and Treasurer:
IATrut:w F. hlAtrnY, '04, 900 Land Title Bulldinr, Philadelphia
The Auociation of Waahiniton, D. C.

Prnidcnt:
Tac llol'<. ALB&HT DOUGLAS, '71, Wuhlnaton. D .

Tu

c.

Stcrttar11 and 1'rw.ura:

Rev. J . J . Dt.wos ,

D.

c.

•9

•

8

1 27

p

ark Road, N . W., Washington,

The Association of Pittsbur&h
Prufd-•·
I
~ ....
11
A:VJ · Dun~CTT. '96, Pittabu"ih
• StcTtfaru and TrctU11.ru:
!«>, OJ, Coltunbla N

aUonal

n

nk, Pit1abUJ"ih
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The Association of Detroit
President
EDWARD M. MANCOURT, '85, Fairmount Coal Co

The Association of Chicago
President:
WILLIAM N. WYANT, ' 03, Wyant and Co., 108 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.
Vice.-President:
WILEY W. GLASS, '13, Chicago

Secretar11 and T reaaurer:
KENNETH M . HARPER, '21, 108 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, Ill.
The Association of Kansas
Pruident:
THE VERY REV. JAMES D EB. KAYE, '89, Dean of Grace Cathedral,

Topeka, Kansaa
Vice-Preaident
JUDGE WrLLLUI R. SMITH, '71, Topeka, Kansas

Sccrctarv:
ELRICK B. DAVIS, '17, 1212West13th St., Topeka, Kansas

TretUurer:
FRANK G. WIU.ARD, '82, 1014 Topeka Ave., Topela. Kanua

EnMUND E. N

The Association of Bl Paso
Pr•idntl:
El PSIO, Teua
.,..,..,, '94, Neff~"-tllcs Co.,
r..&•

\.':i~Pr~
J{.

It. ROBERTS, '99
~"'1T1

ERNEST A.

D

."'~•s !ti. D •
U>'..,,.. •

,06 , 920 lcKcll

Ave, El P

,Tuu

PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS
The Kenvon College Bulletin is is,,ued quarterly by the College,
Numbers include catalogues of the collegiate and theological departments, alumni address lists and accounts of proceedings at
Commencement. Copies may be obtained on addressing the office
of the President.
The K enron Book, edited by the late President of Kenyon College,
the Rev. William B. Bodine, D . D . This octavo volume of over
400 pages contains a large amount of interesting and important
historical matter and is illustrated with numerous viewa. Copies
can be obtained on remitting $1.50 to the Treasurer of Kenyon
College.
Song• of Knvon. Allred K. Taylor, 'o6, Editor. Thia volume
containa about 150 songs distinctive of Kenyon ColleiO, moet of
which were composed by Kenyon men. This book is handsomely
rotten up and contains a number of attractive views of the College
buildinp. Copies can be obtained on remitting $2.oo to the Treuurer of Kenyon ColleiO.
ReHW. ia the annual publication of the student body. The
bU&1nea manarer of the '24 Annual ia W. H. Ruak, ' 25.

'!''M
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INDEX
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Admlaelon ... .............. , .. 26, 85

Civil Eni!neerinl ................. 64
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Colburn Hall ..•...............•.. 18
Commencement ........... ....... 86
Commercial Law ................. 67
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Conditions........•.•.... • .... . .. 66
Cou..- or Study ................. 87
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Curtis Loan Fund ................ 25
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Aaronomyeour-..................... 54
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Instruction, Departmenta or ........ 41
Italian ........ . .. .. .......... 82, 48

Kenyon Book • • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . 92
Laboratories •• ••.. •. •.•.•.•.•.... I 9
Latin •••• ••••.•.•........•.•.so. 48
Larwill X...Ctureahlp •• . •.. .... ..•.. 22
Lectureehlpe ••... .............•.. 21
Lectw. to Ji'reohmen • . . . . . . . . • • 62
Leonard Ball .... . . ... ............ 16
Library......•......•••.•.....••• 16
Lilt o! Books. . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . :?7
Lilt of Boob (atudy) .••. ......... 29
Ust of lltudenta • . • • • . ........... 70
Literary Socletlee ..•.............. 69
Meeter'o devee.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6(
Matbematle»C........ ...... ..... ....... so.~
I llat.rumenta ••••••..... .•.... 20
Matriculation • • . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . 63
Mech&nlcal Orawine •••••••••••••• 66
Norton Hall . • • • • • . . • • . . . . . • • . . 18
Nu Pi Kappa Society ............. 69
Obeen-atory•••••.••••••••••..•••• 20
Old Kenyon ................... ,, 13
Orpniaatlon •••••••.••• , ......... 11
Pb! Beta lUppa Society ••.•••••••• 64
Pbilomatbeel&n Society•••••••••••• St
PllDoeopblcal ClOll?a. . . . , •••••••••• IT
~oeophy ...... .......... ....... 69
:raloal Tralninc................. 62

PhyslCow.ee •••.•.... ....... . .... 62
Laboratory ••• •.•...•.•....•. 19
Political Science •. •..•.•.•... . .... 66
Publlcat10111 ••••. . ..••..• . . ..•• 92

Pris. ......... .. ................ 23
P1ycboloCY . ..................... 60

RecWter of atudent. .............. . 70
Reciatratlon . . ................... 63
Rell&lour -Ticer •......••••...... U
Rcqulrementa !or admiaslon ..•..... 26
Romance Lancuas,. •• • .••.•. · . • . «
Rome Hall. ....... . .............. 18
Rulee for Admlmlon ..••...••...... 85
Scbolanhlps •.... • .•..... • .•.•.•.. 23
Sdentl4c Coune.........•.•...... 87
Semeet.era, datee of • • • . • • • . • • . • • . . a
Sita .••..••••.•..••••••••••.. .• •• 11
SoclolOCT • • .. • · •• • • • · • • • · · · • • • · • '8
Soop of Kenyon • • ••....•..• • ••.. 92
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